Panthers Beat Bulldogs In First Conference Tie

Cutter, Internet, and Nierns

Crimson in Athletic

Cuinnagui Stmus

Building Fortused Nets 11 Points to Losc Ladies 28 and Beat High Scoring Hoopsters.

The Purple Panthers battled their way to a 22-first victory over the Owls, 28-11, in the first conference game of the season. The Owls, who have scored a total of 81 points in the past two games, were able to score only 11 points in this game. The Owls, who have scored a total of 81 points in the past two games, will be held to a total of 11 points in this game. The Owls, who have scored a total of 81 points in the past two games, will be held to a total of 11 points in this game.
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The Almanac of the Class of 1935: An Announcement of the Presentation of "The School for Scandal" by Richard Brinsley Sheridan

A Laugh Hit for Two Centuries

Friday, January 11
8:00 P.M.

An All-Star Production

Reserved Seats Only

Tickets at Box Store

Admission 25c

The Laboratory Class in Drama announces the presentation of "The School for Scandal" by Richard Brinsley Sheridan.
Varsity Basketball

Score: 33-33. The final score was 3-3 as the game ended without a winner.

Standing: The two teams ended the game in a tie after regulation.

After the holidays, the two teams will return to action.

The two teams fought on even terms during the first half.

The rest of the contest. At the half, Buck Stronger in the second quarter.

Monday night, December 15th, the Humphreys ballots for.

The two teams struggled throughout the game, with the futures demonstrating.

At the half, Dennis featured for the South. 1's. II. 1.

The line-ups:

Thursday, January 10, 1935

The two teams fought on even terms during the first half.

After the holidays, the two teams will return to action.

The two teams struggled throughout the game, with the futures demonstrating.

Opening Story

"The Matrix Are Coming" to the Carolina theater every Thursday and Tuesday when intermission.

With an average of the state's best, the players are ready to go.

If you are still in the mood for a good time, the Carolina theater is the place to be.

Next to Old Post Office

High Point, N. C.

Collegians: Don't forget that the senior class exam are over.

If it is so critical that we cannot cancel out the exams, then we have to face the fact that we are through.

This is a period when we have no exams, but we have to study hard for the next one.

Seniors:

Dr. Nat Walker

Eye Examined

Classes Fitted—Repairs

ARTIFICIAL EYES

Over 20 years experience.

Next to Old Post Office

High Point, N. C.

For Quality Shoe Repairing

Call 1113

W. C. Brown Shoe Shop

125 S. Wyne St.
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Frank Smith
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ATHLETIC GROUP

New York—The one issue within the academic world most important to college athletes, administrators, and coaches is the proper treatment of athletes primarily for athletic work.

1. It is impossible for a student to receive a fair or unbiased award of merit, or to make any progress in a sport he deems his only interest, without the aid of the public in satisfying the requirements of the eligibility plan.

2. It is impossible for a student to receive any advantage in his athletic work unless he is in a position to make the public aware of his efforts to advance himself.

3. It is impossible for a student to receive any increase in his athletic efficiency unless he is in a position to make the public aware of his progress.

4. It is impossible for a student to receive any advantage in his athletic work unless he is in a position to make the public aware of his efforts to advance himself.

CONVICT STUDENT

Keceives pardon

Michigan Governor Frees Prisoner Who Became Math Student.

Lansing, March 1 (AP)—Joseph Cline, soon to be released from the state prison at Ionia, Mich., where he was sentenced to the Michigan establishment for murder, will be released on March 25th which is a Tuesday.

Born after his incarceration, the Georgia-born Cline was the son of a German mother and a French father.

When he was sentenced to the Michigan establishment for murder, he was in his early 20s, and he was in the state prison at Ionia, Mich., for 15 years.

Upon his release, he was given a free pass for the 1935 season which he received.

The pass is valid for one year, and the prisoner is not required to pay any fees for the use of the establishment.

After his release, the Georgia-born Cline was the son of a German mother and a French father.

Three times the state prison at Ionia attempted to return him to his parents, and he was in the state prison at Ionia, Mich., for 15 years.

Upon his release, he was given a free pass for the 1935 season which he received.

The pass is valid for one year, and the prisoner is not required to pay any fees for the use of the establishment.

The prisoner was given a free pass for the 1935 season which he received.

The pass is valid for one year, and the prisoner is not required to pay any fees for the use of the establishment.

FRAZIER, JENNINGS

THE MIRROR

Phone 2821

Deluxe Dinner

"Where Well Cooked Food Is Served"

For Good Job Printing Phone 1656

THE HIGH POINT

YELLOW CAB CO.

"The College Cabs"

JUST CALL 2800

H. P. T. & D.

RAILROAD

Our patrons continue to recognize in us an agency of dependable and satisfactory transportation. High Point, Thomasville and Denton Railroad Co.

"NOTHING BUT SERVICE TO SELL."
Panthers Take Conference Game From Catawba Quinth

High Point School Downed Salisbury Outfit For Fourth Straight Victory in North State League

CULVER HIGH SCORER

Fullerton Leads Indian Scorers With Ten Points; Ness Stars.

Fullerton Graduate Takes Lead in the North State Conference Telephone, which plays host to the 12' in 15 of October, has a won. A number of points but was followed by H. C. Nelson with 14. Fullerton took early and steadied out on front all through the game, being led by W. L. Fullerton, center, who appeared by class standing with High Point leading by ten points as the defense.

Culver showed up generally in the Fullerton scoring column, and was considerable. The game was started early, with Culver holding the Panthers ajar for a short while. In the first half the score was 14 for Culver and 13 for High Point. In the second half, the score showed 30 for Culver and 20 for High Point. The final score was 44 to 23, in favor of Culver.

The game was played by the teams shown in the tournament. Fullerton was the champion, while High Point was the runner-up. Fullerton's forward, led the scoring with 'Ji

Dlamont, f

Culler, f

Ronyoc/., g

Oarlang, c

Fullerton, f

Says Dictionary Habit Bad Sign

The "dictionary habit" apparently Is still be good, while the pupil next to him Is observing all the ease he uses on the platform. Dictionary sparingly, figuring out its" and still be good, while the pupil next to him Is observing all the ease he uses on the platform. Dictionary sparingly, figuring out

Says Dictionary Habit Bad Sign

Habit Bad Sign
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High Point, N.C., Thursday, January 17, 1955
Number Fifteen

Panthers Take Conference Game From Catawba Quinth

Vehicle Plans to Attend Parley

Delegates to Be Named to Athletic Federation Meet in Greensboro.

The W. A. A. is planning to send delegates to the Athletic Federation meeting which is to be held in Greensboro on February 15th. The delegates will be named after the meeting of the Panther Club's executive board this week.

Fullerton Leads Indian Scorers With Ten Points; Ness Stars.
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Almost every organization on the campus is either dy-
ing or dead because of the lack of its members. The lit-
tary societies are no exception. Two of the most dis-
eteering are the Phi Xi Delta and the Sigma Phi Epsi-
onian. Their officers claim that they are unable to find
enough members to carry on their activities. They are
looking for new members in an attempt to keep their
organizations alive.

The Phi Xi Delta is also having difficulty in finding
members. They have been trying to recruit new mem-
bers for several weeks, but have been unsuccessful.

The Sigma Phi Epsilon society is also facing the same
problem. They have been trying to increase their mem-
bership for several months, but have not been able to
find enough new members.

In addition to the literary societies, the athletic teams
are also experiencing difficulties in finding mem-
ers. The football team, for example, has been
struggling with a lack of players. They have been
trying to recruit new players, but have not been able to
find enough candidates.

The basketball team is also facing the same prob-
lem. They have been trying to find enough players to
fill their roster, but have not been successful.

The lacrosse team is also experiencing difficulties in
finding players. They have been trying to recruit new
players, but have not been able to find enough candidates.

In conclusion, the campus is in a state of crisis due to
the lack of members in many organizations. The lack of
members is affecting the activities of the campus,
resulting in a decrease in the number of events and
activities taking place.

The Inquiring Reporter

Capped off by Brown

One has only to listen in the classrooms during the first week to realize that there is a lack of attention on the part
of the students. Here are a few typical comments caught
ear the bell.

"It's a good time, though, until they let us out for lunch. After exams I think they should get rid of them.

"I think they ought to wear caps. They look fine, but they have a certain amount of unnecessary apparel on.

They might as well go out this way at any rate."
College Presidents’ Guests

Washington—(AP)—College men and women all rush back from the White House on Dec. 29. The President and his wife had an hour before noon and then put the college men in a security hotel. Fifty young men and women were guests at dinner, and the list of guests increased to 70 for a dinner in all.

It was all in honor of Thaddeus Burns of New Haven, alumni of the president’s sons, James and John Harriman, students of New York, Yale and Boston of London, who was a tenured professor in Cornell University.

A great many of the college men present were other students from the president’s private school. Franklin. Jr., and John.

The impact of a punch is not only to express the creed and faith and welfare of the graduates, but also to stimulate the national morale, and if left unattended is to spiritually condition a body other than — itself — Adams Crest.

Baccalaureate means everybody has done something for — everyone — Lincoln Meffin.

Panther Trophy

For your pleasure... there is an
THE NEW CAMEL CARAVAN featuring WALTER OKEEFE • ANNETTE HANIAH
GLEN’s GRAY CAMEL LORA FAMILY
TUESDAY
DEC. 29
THURSDAY
DEC. 31
OVER OTHER-TO-END WASH-COLUMBUS (OHIO)

CAMEL’S COSTIERS TOBACCO'S
NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!

Beta Theta Pi, 12th Street, New York City, New York.

CORNELIA
Sept. 20, 1935

Panther Basketball

Varsity Basketball

Nov. 23 High Point 56—vs. Elizabeth Old—32 Thursday
Nov. 24 High Point 59—vs. Alumni 12—18 Friday
Dec. 5 High Point 44—vs. Rock Island 52—16 Tuesday
Dec. 7 High Point 44—vs. High Point Y H I Thursday
Dec. 15 High Point 40 — vs. II Y P Y — 29 Free
Jan. 4 High Point 43—E. C. C. C. 12—Thursday
Jan. 5 High Point 44—A. C. C. Y 20—Thursday
Jan. 10 High Point 42—Appalachian Tech 27 Thursday
Jan. 11 High Point 42—vs. Appalachian—Hevin
Jan. 12 High Point 38—vs. Catawba 25—Thursday
Jan. 26 High Point 48—vs. Catawba—Tuesday
Feb. 9 High Point 41—Cola—Hevin
Feb. 10 High Point 48—Davidson—Thursday
Feb. 19 High Point 32—Guilford—Thursday
Feb. 23 High Point 32—vs. W. C. C. C. 13—Thursday
Mar. 1 High Point 44—vs. Guilford—Thors

TOURNEY • 100 • High Point • 70 • Opposants—26.

Hartman Down With Appendicitis

A. A. Hartman, class of 11, received early Friday evening a curtailted Hospital, where his operation was performed. Hartman is from Mookeville, North Carolina, and has served for some time as a member of the High Point Y-P-O. He is in active in college and is a member of the basketball team.

Bacchus was hit by the popular guard, driing down the pivot post with all her might. Captain Ronyecz also played great basketball. He was closely guarded by the pivot post, but managed to get 11 points at the end of the game.

The entire Panther team, showing little effect of the game with Appalachian, played with High Point behind by only 10 points. He was closely followed by Nottaway and Lawton with nice guards each.

Basketball Star

The entire High Point squad, giving a great effort in the second half, took part in the contest.

The schedule for each of the three games in the series will be announced Friday afternoon, Feb. 27.

Howard M. Smith, Jr., 39, "Math" Student. When you refer to the head of a student, you refer to Howard Smith, who is taking heavy courses in mathematics. When friends call him, "Howard Smitty," he refers to himself and promises alike.

Most of the college men I know are Camel smokers. They like that if they go from Camel to Cigarette they can use it at any time, whether it is smoking or not. Smith is a student at Cornell University and has been a student there for some time. He is a good student and has been a leader in his class.

Panther Squads Continue March Against Appalachian Teachers

Collier Leads Panther Baskets With Nine Points Against Mountaineers—Intercol habits Face Seeing AR.

Six Points.

The Purple Phoenix of High Point College continued last Thursday with the winning of another victory against the Appalachian Teachers, 60-26. The game started slowly and did not get going until about 10 minutes into the first half, when the Purple Panthers began to stretch their leads. The game continued in a similar manner until the final whistle.

The Purple Panthers have a strong possession in the first half, when they scored two of the first four points. The other four points were made on free throws by the Purple Panthers. The team continued to stretch their leads in the second half, scoring two of the first four points and one point for each of the last three.

The Purple Panthers have a strong possession in the first half, when they scored two of the first four points. The other four points were made on free throws by the Purple Panthers. The team continued to stretch their leads in the second half, scoring two of the first four points and one point for each of the last three.

Class Basketball Begins February

Interscholastic basketball will begin Feb. 8, Coach Tatum said today.

The program will be featured in the upper class of the school and will be handled by the number of teams expanded.

The schedule for each of the teams will be released next week, and the upper class of the school will be handled by the number of teams expanded. The Purple Panthers are already looking forward to the unknown of the season and the potential five or six points.
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Cornell University Professors Investigate Coffee and Cigarette Smokers
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Did you ever notice...in a roomful of people...the difference between one cigarette and another...and why Chesterfields have such a pleasing aroma?

Many things have to do with the aroma of a cigarette...the kind of tobaccos they are made of...the way the tobaccos are blended...the quality of the cigarette paper.

It takes good things to make good things.

Someone said that to get the right aroma in a cigarette, you have to get the right blend of high-quality tobaccos and the right quantity of Turkish tobacco — and that’s right.

But it is also true that you get a pleasing aroma from the home-grown tobaccos...blended with Southern Sunshine, warm and ripe.

When these tobaccos are all blended and cross-blended the Chesterfield way, balanced one against the other, you get a flavor and fragrance that is different from other cigarettes.
Exams Leave Marks Upon Collegians

Semi-Annual Test Period Scheduled to End 'Tomorrow After Trying Week for Students

LEAN LOOKS

Faculty Members and Lucky Students Care Only Smiles—See on Campus.

By Dorothy Bell

In the life of the college student certain things stand out as necessary, fundamental, the givens of life on the college campus and cannot be disregarded be cause of any pressure. The givens in question are the exams and the tests. These are the tests that each student must pass or fail, depending on how he regards his or her work on campus.

In the case of the exams, the student is confronted with the question of what he has learned during the semester. The exams are given to determine the student's ability to recall the material that was instilled in his mind during the semester. The tests, on the other hand, are given to determine the student's ability to apply the material that was instilled in his mind during the semester.

Both exams and tests are given to assess the student's ability to learn and to apply the material that was instilled in his mind during the semester. The exams are given to determine the student's ability to recall the material that was instilled in his mind during the semester. The tests, on the other hand, are given to determine the student's ability to apply the material that was instilled in his mind during the semester.
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dances as "theatrical gestures, plastic movement, or rhythmic
interpretation. Actually it is a very beautiful interpre-
tation of the nativity, in music and movement—it is a
very beautiful and moving thing, and in quick and
keenly" suitable for a religious service." The big ques-
tion is whether the bishop error in refusing, if so to do, to allow
Maas to be presented. From the beginnings of religion,
we have praised their dances with dancing. Certainly dan-
ning, particularly of the type which Miss St. Denis is in,
many of it is "merrily dancing, and highly-paid mirth—
why do they dance?

APOLGENTIC

In the editorial col-
umn of their paper,
there appeared a request to be the
four pages which are paid on in
the following. To the portion of that
document, this is called:

"Thursday fathers—
time five-fifteen per year. Here
ists pupils page of the Sec-
ent student and the tutes.

The teacher of the
the College St. W. Wyman.

Advertising and Subscription Rates on

About the Honor System

It is gratifying indeed to the faculty the student cul-
tural body and its first class. The campus as a whole is observable the
the honor system of the classes, the honesty and integ-
ity of the students, who are guided in their conduct only
by the written rules of the student government, and in
so far as it may have come under the possibility of
the student body and, as far as possible, for the good of the various
students. The honor system was theoretically installed at High
Hill last year, and even then the organization of the students under
a constant government, but was more or less by the faculty.
8. This year the honor system was again
up ahead of the students with renewed emphasis.
The faculty was required to accept no text paper not bearing the
honor pledge of the student who handed it in.

While it is true that the student council is an official body, it is a
very much more than that. It is the official body of the individual
members of the student body. The honor system is a very much more
responsible than the students themselves. It is the duty of the
students to be honest, but to a certain extent the system is
the origin of the system, and, indeed, with all schools of the
same, it is dependent on the respect which it

do comes from the students.

The quickest way to do the cosine is to say it is
in a force that comes from the depth of space, its origin un-
known, and of it, it is not known.

California produces such quantities of oranges. Other
products are grapes and fruits from Hollywood asking the
old folks for farm homes.—W. P. Bowley.

I had a very strange and cmperating by very, curious
this weight, and another by a side, I was sidetracking. In come
I was not swimming—Sirius Lewis.

DANCE SPIRITUALS?

The magazine of American interpretive dancers,
has recently turned her art to a new person in interpreting
religious themes. Not long ago she wrote a dance portraying
the Nativity, in music and movement, and many
of the audience were impressed by the fact she

The question now confronting Miss St. Denis is "Where can
this be of any use?" I noticed her performance at the
Chairman of the Board of Superintendents, and the friend of
the Reverend Arthur B. Dyer, vice-president of Harvard

In a speech last week, Mr. John Hay, president of the
University, discussed the criticism of
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**Varsity Basketball**

**Starts February 4**

The intensified program between the different classes will begin on February 4. The aim of the operation is to change the results of the past. Every team must play carefully, and in the team with the highest average, playing a series of two or three games. These games are keenly looked forward to by all the students of the college and in no way are concerned with the public. We are in the middle of the conference and the games are all played for the conference. We are not concerned with the other teams; we are only interested in the Conference.

The games will be played in the baseball field with perfect tools and equipment. A trophy will be awarded to the winning team, which will have the highest average. The teams are considered to be in competition with each other. The President's Cup will be awarded to the team with the highest average. The games will be played in the baseball field with perfect tools and equipment. A trophy will be awarded to the winning team, which will have the highest average. The teams are considered to be in competition with each other. The President's Cup will be awarded to the team with the highest average.

**Amherst Students**

**To Pay For Fare**

President King of the Amherst College, with the President of the Amherst College, will pay for the transportation of the Amherst students to the University of Connecticut. The President of the Amherst College, with the President of the Amherst College, will pay for the transportation of the Amherst students to the University of Connecticut. The President of the Amherst College, with the President of the Amherst College, will pay for the transportation of the Amherst students to the University of Connecticut.
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The Inquiring Reporter

Harvard Professor Explores New Order

Felix Frankfurter Says America Needs Natl. Resort to Nazism or Fascism

Theodore M. Sizer, Jr.

Cambridge, Mass.—(U.P.).—Americans will look back on a new national order of its own without resorting to fascist or communist schemes, President of the Harvard Law School said yesterday in an address at the New York University Law School.

"In America we have a contingency of which, to our sorrow, in the course of the war, many thousands of our people have become part of the great wave of intolerance which, while it may spread itself in a hundred different forms, has in the United States always found expression in a general wave of violence which is the greatest cause of international relations," Mr. Sizer said.

No one, he added, would want to see such a wave of violence again.

Kellogg Sponsors College Program

Ruth Etting, Red Nichols, Feature Variety Fm. From Show Over NBC.

The Daily Student

ELMIRA, N.Y.

February 25, 1935

Mr. Etting, who is appearing in the Bob and His Thunder Orchestra, will deliver a series of guest lectures on the radio. The lectures will feature the work of the orchestra, and will be broadcast from the College of Rochester.

Love, Drama, Intrigue Takes Name of Woman

The film "Name of the Woman," directed by Richard Cromwell, Arline Judge, and Herbert Asbury, is the name of his creator, the Woman," which comes next week to the radio, and will act as the dramatic element in the program." The film is directed by Alfred Reilly from a story by D. Niles Jr., and Herbert Asbury.

"Love, Drama, Intrigue" is one of the screen's most successful productions, and is the triumph of the radio, where the director can have a pass for her best "Prom" among the famous magic for its

Mister Dooley's Lad

Remember "Mister Dooley," the boy genius of the world who cares? His problem is the same, as in the days of his youth, and the solution is the same. He is still a boy, but he has grown up.

For Quality Shoe Repairs

CALL 4123

WAGGERS' LADIES

For the Women who care

Before closing this pleasant evening... which has been held in the interests of truth and brevity... may I say...

Long speeches have been made about this and that, but when it comes to a good cigarette, you can say it all in just a few words...

...they are

Milder

and

they taste better
Panthers Nip Appalachian
For Sixth Conference Win
Purple Team Wins Tough
Game From Teachers To
Recieve Victory March.
NIESEER STARS
Lanky Freshman Center Nets
Three Points For Yale.
Panther Offensive Play.

Planting forth with the well-constructed
offensive attack which had previously
served to bring the score to 17-10, the
Yale team continued to show good
form in basketball action today against
Amherst. The game was not up to the
full of points and plays and
showed the superiority of the Yale
team, which led by the score of 17 to
10 in the end of the first half of the game.
The Mountaineers were led in
Amherst. Their defense was unusually
good in the first half of the game, which
kept the Yale team from scoring.

The Panthers played a consistent
second half of the game, scoring 10
points in the second half, and
coming away with a 27-10 victory in the
last half of the game.

New York, N. C. Thursday, January 23, 1925

Partially in the world. The big

"Lanky Freshman Center Nets
Three Points For Yale."
INTROSPICITIVE

WANDERINGS

Since August 28, it has been established that the business manager, and one board member. When registration came, eight editorial board members stood. With those, the first regular publication was published. September 17, 1934.

THE HI-PO, just as any other organization, has its troubles in the past few months. We were forced to change our publication date from Wednesday to Thursday; we have had a large debt from last year hanging over our heads. But in addition to our troubles, we have also had our joys. It was our privilege to act as host to the fall convention of the North Carolina College Press Association. We have been complimented in state newspapers for the work that we have done. We have had the joy of creative achievement.

RESTATED

We have two editorials that recently appeared in these columns in re the lyceum fees set aside this year. They were written by students and will be published for the promotion of the College, and will be conducted for the next nine months, and will be conducted for three more. It is an honor to act as host to the fall convention of the North Carolina College Press Association. We have been complimented in state newspapers for the work that we have done. We have had the joy of creative achievement.

CHEERLEADERS

Last Friday night, an unusually large crowd of basketball fans were treated to the best organized exhibition of mass cheering ever seen at the College. Saturday night apparatus were drawn out the Elm street body. Tuesday night the exhibition was repeated.

We have had a fine platform for the promotion of the College. It is getting a fine start but it is not to be underestimated. We believe that the fund in question is in the hands of the student government, and that there is a need for the promotion of the best college newspaper in the state of North Carolina. To foster school spirit, to develop student responsibility, to unify the student body and to in-

THE VOGUE

by Anna Good

Through The Keyhole

This was colored out of the Vogue, but there's no reason why it can't be. I have been forced to change my activities and am now a student. The last time I saw a fellow was in April 1934. "Here's the secret," I said. "In an apartment, you can do anything you like."

As I see It, the purpose of the keyhole is to give the student body an idea of what is going on. I have been forced to change my activities and am now a student. The last time I saw a fellow was in April 1934. "Here's the secret," I said. "In an apartment, you can do anything you like."

Cheer Up! There's enough in the world to cheer you up with.

What do you think of the present student government movement?

I think it is a good thing and that it has the best interests of the College at heart.
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I think it is a good thing and that it has the best interests of the College at heart.
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What do you think of the present student government movement?

I think it is a good thing and that it has the best interests of the College at heart.
**SHAKEN BY WRECK, PACK BOWS TO ELON**

Seemingly Stunned by Narrow Escape, Panther Pack Bows to Elon

---

The Panthers' 36-32 victory over Mock Judson, March 24, 1936, was a narrow escape for the Panther Pack. The game was played in the crowded Memorial Coliseum, and a large crowd turned out to watch the contest. The Panthers were led by their star player, John L. Fitch, who scored 14 points for the team. The game was a hard-fought battle, with both teams playing well and giving their all. The Panthers' victory was a testament to their determination and hard work.

---

**PANTHERS DOWN TEACHER TEAM**

The victory over Mock Judson was a much-needed one for the Panthers, who had been struggling in recent games. The team had been working hard in practice, and it paid off in the game against the Teachers. The Panthers' defense was strong, and they held the Teachers to just 32 points. John L. Fitch was the high scorer for the game, with 14 points.

---

**Wanted: Head The Hi-Po Thoroughly**

The Hi-Po is looking for a new head coach. The Hi-Po has had a lot of success in recent years, and they are hoping to continue that success with a new coach. The Hi-Po is a strong team and has a lot of potential. If you are interested in becoming the new head coach of the Hi-Po, please contact the Hi-Po's administration.

---

**就业机会**

1. It is the best thing that has happened to me.
2. It is a necessary organization without which the council would be impossible.
3. No. Their rulings need to be fair and reasonable.

---

**Leaf-Tobacco Experts Agree**

Cigarettes are made from either the white or the Burley leaf, but the Burley is much cleaner and the white is much more pleasant. The Burley leaf is preferred by most people because it is milder and has a better flavor.

---

**Varsity Basketball**

**Players:**

- John L. Fitch
- Coach Yow

**Score:**

High Point: 80, Elon: 32

---

**PANTHERS MEET ELON SATURDAY**

The Panthers are preparing for their game against Elon this Saturday, March 24. The team is looking forward to the game and is confident in their ability to come out on top. The Panthers have been working hard in practice and are ready to give their best against Elon.

---

**The Inquiring Reporter**

Continued from page 2: There is more here than at other places. The student body is the heart of the college.

---

**No Panthers Injured in Auto Wreck**

The Panthers were involved in a minor accident while traveling to their game against Mock Judson. The accident occurred on the way to Elon and caused no injuries. The Panthers are looking forward to their game against Mock Judson and are confident in their ability to come out on top.

---

**Car and Driver**

The Panthers' car was involved in an accident while traveling to their game against Mock Judson. The accident occurred on the way to Elon and caused no injuries. The Panthers are looking forward to their game against Mock Judson and are confident in their ability to come out on top.

---

**After Concentrating—Get a Lift with Camel!**

Camel is the perfect tobacco to smoke while you're concentrating. Its smooth, mellow flavor will help you stay focused and on track. Try Camel today and experience the difference it can make in your day.

---

**Shake n' Bake**

The Shake n' Bake method is a great way to prepare chicken. It's easy to do and the results are always delicious. Here's how to make it:

1. Preheat your oven to 350°F.
2. Season the chicken with your desired spice mixture.
3. Place the seasoned chicken in a glass baking dish.
4. Bake for 30-40 minutes, or until the chicken is cooked through.

---

**Dundie Awards**

The Dundie Awards are a prestigious award given each year to the best film of the year. The awards are presented by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. The awards are highly coveted and are a great achievement for any film.

---

**State Fair**

The State Fair is an annual event that takes place in the fall. It's a great way to celebrate the harvest season and enjoy the many activities that the fair has to offer. The fair includes rides, games, food, and live entertainment.

---

**Camel's Costlier Tobaccos**

Camel's Costlier Tobaccos are perfect for those who enjoy a more flavorful and luxurious smoking experience. These tobaccos are made from the finest leaves and are carefully blended to create a smoking experience that is truly unique.

---

**Varnish Basketball in Accurate Measurements**

The Varnish Basketball team is preparing for their game against the Teachers. The team is looking forward to the game and is confident in their ability to come out on top. The Varnish Basketball team is a strong team and has a lot of potential. If you are interested in becoming a part of the Varnish Basketball team, please contact the team's coach.

---

**PATRICKS DOWN TEACHER TEAM**

The Panthers defeated the Teacher Team in a hard-fought battle. The Panthers' defense was strong, and they held the Teacher Team to just 32 points. John L. Fitch was the high scorer for the game, with 14 points.

---

**The Inquiring Reporter**

Continued from page 2: There is more here than at other places. The student body is the heart of the college.

---

**No Panthers Injured in Auto Wreck**

The Panthers were involved in a minor accident while traveling to their game against Mock Judson. The accident occurred on the way to Elon and caused no injuries. The Panthers are looking forward to their game against Mock Judson and are confident in their ability to come out on top.

---

**Car and Driver**

The Panthers' car was involved in an accident while traveling to their game against Mock Judson. The accident occurred on the way to Elon and caused no injuries. The Panthers are looking forward to their game against Mock Judson and are confident in their ability to come out on top.
Hinkle Speaks At Youth Conference

Arthur Smith Provides Over Peace Meeting Of City Young People. Holitne Appears.

Dr. Hinkle, of Quiffort Corr. College, speaking to the young people meeting here last Monday in the Central Friends church for the purpose of the expression of friendship for the people in High Point. Arthur Smith member at the College and president of the City Christian Endeavor pre- sented over the meeting which was attended by several of the Colleges students.

Dr. Hinkle asserted that all young people brought on by people who do not fight to decide—those who cannot raise a hand for the youth above that time in the case he said, it is the time that the young people of the land are acquiring a good thing to have a want of a word about.

After the address Dr. Hinkle presented the church the Blackstone, the Episcopal League, the Luther league, the Baptist Youn People's Christian Protective church is Winnetka's principal the Methodist. The social club the time of the session "Luther and Social Control." He considered the com- mon boys of Europe more savagery and the in- wider shoot on the initiates in the ac- cording to the rule. He stated that one take the spiritual- in our materials. He added the names of the clergymen and the people of the church. "Of the text he delivered the found a speech on "Principles of Religious Education." He said the motion made to hold the 1935 meeting in Westminster, that the session of the convention consisted of 400 and the attendance was 10.

CAROLINA CINEMA

Miss MOSS TO HEAD SENIORS REST OF YEAR

1935 Day Student Coed Named At 1st '35 Class President

STAR WARS

LETTERS TO丁 IN

The 1935 Hasty High School sportsman has been elected at the annual meeting of the 1934 athletic council, and is now ready for the campaign season. The new president is a belligerent young man, in the mold of his predecessors, and is possessed of a fine spirit of sportsmanship. He is a sincere follower of the old, established rules of the game, and his presence in the field will be a great benefit to the team. He will be a valuable asset to the team, and his presence in the field will be a great benefit to the team. He will be a valuable asset to the team.

As he has been elected at the annual meeting of the 1934 athletic council, he is now ready for the campaign season. The new president is a belligerent young man, in the mold of his predecessors, and is possessed of a fine spirit of sportsmanship. He is a sincere follower of the old, established rules of the game, and his presence in the field will be a great benefit to the team. He will be a valuable asset to the team.

The new president, in brief, is a belligerent young man, in the mold of his predecessors, and is possessed of a fine spirit of sportsmanship. He will be a valuable asset to the team.
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enrollment at High Point will be affected adversely.

Lack of sufficient moral, social, and athletic training in grammar and high schools will result in a large percentage of students who will seek higher education at this and other colleges.

The prevalent view of the people on the Legislature to the needs of the school system will sooner or later hurt the efficiency in home and prestige of all the citizenship of the country.

Through The Inquiring Reporter

Compiled by Cloyd Brown

What to go to college? What is college? College is trying to do for the student in the social and economic welfare of the community. The college education administrator has an interest in public education and its far-reaching personal interest in educational conditions, every other person at the College, no matter to what vocation he may aspire, has an interest in public education and its far-reaching personal interest in educational conditions. Every other person at the College, no matter to what vocation he may aspire, has an interest in public education and its far-reaching personal interest in educational conditions.

Before Class Is Out

We want to be acquainted with the student who asks the question, "How am I going to make a speech?" and then ask themselves, "What am I going to make in the class?" If the student does not know the answer to these questions, he had better go back to the class and ask them. The student who does not know these questions should attend class and ask them. The student who does not know these questions should attend class and ask them.

Between Classes

And then, too, I expect my college career will be marked by the question, "What am I going to do after I graduate?" And then, too, I expect my college career will be marked by the question, "What am I going to do after I graduate?"

Miss Vera Idol

A certain situation arises where a man or woman is in need of some help in a certain situation. It may be the result of a college education to train young men and women naturally, scientifically, and morally, and actually in order to equip ourselves to enjoy the life of the social and economic welfare of the community. The college education administrator has an interest in public education and its far-reaching personal interest in educational conditions. Every other person at the College, no matter to what vocation he may aspire, has an interest in public education and its far-reaching personal interest in educational conditions.

Not only the common, necessary, and socially in order to carry on well not only the common, necessary, and socially in order to carry on well with the unexpected and delightful associations assists in the social and economic welfare of the community, but it also brings into line with the unexpected and delightful associations assists in the social and economic welfare of the community, but it also brings into line with the social and economic welfare of the community, but it also brings into line with the social and economic welfare of the community.

Before Class Is Out

Students: What do you hope to gain by a college education?

Zapper L. Jones (Proc.)

I expect my college career will be marked by the question, "What am I going to do after I graduate?" And then, too, I expect my college career will be marked by the question, "What am I going to do after I graduate?"

H. P. T. & D. RAILROAD

Our patrons continue to recognize in us an agency of dependable and satisfactory transportation. High Point, Thomasville and Denton Railroad Co.

THE H. P. O.
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The attack which penetrated even the deep defense was completely set up by Bradley, moving swiftly for the Blue net and was unable to get started. Only once it was well started, but the ball still had some 10 minutes to go.

The summary:

Thursday, February 14, 1935

Pack to Meet Davidson Quint

The Purple Panther Boosters will meet their second "Big Five" team of the week Saturday night when they entertain the Davidson Wildcats at 8 o'clock. The Wildcats have been working with the (earn since they last met, but the remarkable performance of the second period, Catawba untroubled their form and led to the second defeat of the Panthers.

The Wildcats will bring such stars as Morgan, Peabody and Hartley true to form, led the field by score of 14-19 at half-time, with but one minute remaining in the game, and in addition managed to stop the playing throughout the first seven minutes.

In the second half, the ball was turned over to the Panther offense, swept when the whistle blows Saturday night.

The game will be an interesting one, and the Panthers will go against the Panthers.

A huge crowd is expected and we wish to see the basketball game as the only possible surprise. The Wildcats have been working with the (earn since they last met, but the ball still had some 10 minutes to go.

The summary:

Tuesday, February 12, 1935

Varsity Basketball

The opening of the game saw the opponents establish immediate contacts with Catawba. The Panther offense swept when the whistle blows Saturday night.

The Wildcats will bring such stars as Morgan, Peabody and Hartley true to form, led the field by score of 14-19 at half-time, with but one minute remaining in the game, and in addition managed to stop the playing throughout the first seven minutes.

In the second half, the ball was turned over to the Panther offense, swept when the whistle blows Saturday night.

The Wildcats will bring such stars as Morgan, Peabody and Hartley true to form, led the field by score of 14-19 at half-time, with but one minute remaining in the game, and in addition managed to stop the playing throughout the first seven minutes.

In the second half, the ball was turned over to the Panther offense, swept when the whistle blows Saturday night.

The Wildcats will bring such stars as Morgan, Peabody and Hartley true to form, led the field by score of 14-19 at half-time, with but one minute remaining in the game, and in addition managed to stop the playing throughout the first seven minutes.

In the second half, the ball was turned over to the Panther offense, swept when the whistle blows Saturday night.

The Wildcats will bring such stars as Morgan, Peabody and Hartley true to form, led the field by score of 14-19 at half-time, with but one minute remaining in the game, and in addition managed to stop the playing throughout the first seven minutes.

In the second half, the ball was turned over to the Panther offense, swept when the whistle blows Saturday night.
Jesus Christ was in polishing his listless tide of indifference, my four years of college education will help me pick out the best opportunity.

An ability and qualification for increasing my discipline of which the actual subject matter studied may be only a means of the courses taken, but is not so much the actual matter learned from the standpoint of commerce and industry to which my college education will enable me to apply in my everyday work.

It furnishes a background for my contact with other people.

M. F. O'KELLY NUTHERSON

The subject for this year's essay contest will be judged by a committee selected from each of these groups. The writer in each district will receive a fifty dollar scholarship.

LINCOLN FULK

If he is successful in the finals, to receive a fifty dollar scholarship.

A committee of judges from the College will grade all the written compositions as well as the final delivery contest. The winner in the finals will be awarded $100, $50, and $25 for first, second, and third places, respectively.

It is not so much the actual matter learned from the courses I have taken which I expect to get a training which will be for the benefit of mankind, but it is the training and discipline of which the actual subject matter studied may be only a means of the courses taken, but is not so much the actual matter learned from the standpoint of commerce and industry to which my college education will enable me to apply in my everyday work.

A committee of judges from the College will grade all the written compositions as well as the final delivery contest. The winner in the finals will be awarded $100, $50, and $25 for first, second, and third places, respectively.

A committee of judges from the College will grade all the written compositions as well as the final delivery contest. The winner in the finals will be awarded $100, $50, and $25 for first, second, and third places, respectively.

I have always loved people, and spent much of the summer which we might develop into training which will help me when I go out into the world and meet different people.

I hope my college education will teach me to know the best.

We hope to help you, to help you get along in life and to justify your education.

A better understanding of life is necessary, not only to the young man but to the old man too. We must be able to justify our education.

A better understanding of life is necessary, not only to the young man but to the old man too. We must be able to justify our education.

A better understanding of the world around us, and the way our society is developing, may help us get along in life and to justify our education.
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Henry Grady Owens Makes Chapel Address On Poetry Appreciation

High School Principal Delivers Art In Two Phases, Creation and Appreciation

GIVES SELECTONS

Reads Cullen's "Judas Iscariot" and Coleridge's "Kublai Khan" in Literature Hour

Cullen's "Judas Iscariot" and Samuel Taylor Coleridge's "Kublai Khan" are being widely differing examples used by high school students in their morning religious chapel period which is required in high school curricula.

Mr. Owens, chief executive of High Point High School, is a figure well-known to the college students, both from previous careers in high school and other experiences in the college auditorium. He begins his talk this way by stating that all art is divided into two distinct phases—use and creation, and the joy of appreciating art.

"The individual," said Mr. Owens, "has often pined to give his work to the others, but only a select few can appreciate this work. The next step after his poetry and song is the presentation—where does the desire to share his love of his life end?"

With this conception of art and music in mind, Mr. Owens further, "the reader has the privilege of sharing his appreciation of the music of life with others."

Mr. Owens said that poetry is "the king of music" and that the reader has the privilege of sharing his appreciation of poetry with others.

"We are all aware that the great poets and great musicians have made their music known to the world."

Mr. Owens said that poetry is "the king of music." He further stated that the reader has the privilege of sharing his appreciation of poetry with others.
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Advice to young men on entering

colleges. If you want to be

popular with the ladies, go out for

sports. Frequently, successful men

are putting for a date with Harris,

Culler, and Moriarty, etc., on

their list of the town.

For a good half-hour here's entertain-
gment, go into the auditorium

and read the "books" pinned on the

stage. Some of the best

titles are "What Every English

Professor Knows" by Baker; "Birds" by

Bartholomew; Dr. Harry Smill.

Others just as interesting,

though less well known, just as

rare and not commonly heard.

If you can't find these books to the eyes of the public,

Do you know why some were sent to the college without lights on,

and why the junior class has called

of going with Juniors and the

Proctor class with the flakus.

And who Chalkie Right is wear-

ning flowers for.

Ostern Succeda Gibson

About two weeks ago, 104 North

Rale, formerly owned by

William B. Richardson, became

Ostern's address in High Point.

The new manager and owner

has taken the restaurant

for twenty years, and the

quality of the food he serves

showed clearly that he has profited

from his years of experience. A

serviceable chef with a desire

for expansion, Mr. Ostern has

increased space has been increased,

and in what seems to be a

sensible move added.

Can YOU IMAGINE

Bob Byrnes getting Real serious

about anything?

Mary Margaret Beitz coming to

THE HELP

If it may be the spring that

they see the men off to do

verbal

... W. W. Weisner

Managing Editor

Sports Editor

L. C. Yount, President

C. E. Overman, Secretary

Control" by Davis;; "What Ever-

y English Professor Knows"

of mild, fragrant, expensive center

leaf to mar my good taste or my

enjoyment of the present. It is

with no misgivings that we see the men off to do

verbal...
Culler and Ronyecz Expected To Place On Carolina’s ‘Flaming Five’ Squad

Culler, flashy forward on the High Point College basketball team, and Ronyecz, pivot man, are expected to make strong bids for places on the Carolina’s ‘Flaming Five’ squad, according to Charles O. Intrieri, Panther captain, are expected to guard has played a great part in the Panthers’ feasts this season, the only team to try to beat Elon Christians. Ronyecz, a senior and captain, is the outstanding defensive man in the team, holding his place in 11 of the first 12 games, missing only one time because of injuries. For nine games, this was considered a good record, especially when High Point has met some of the best in the nation. In the first 12 games, Ronyecz has played more than half of a game, while Intrieri, Martin, Harris and Cannon, all freshmen in the state conference race, are rapidly bowing to the Elon Christians. The summary: the Purple Panther basketteers, who are now standing close behind Elon for the honors in the North Carolina Flaming Five contest, are rapidly nearing the end of another splendid season in the absence of the able direction of Coach Yoke.

Second Victory Over Big Five Team Panthers Triumph Over Davidson For... Un Breaking a splendid winning in the last minutes of the biggest victory over Davidson, the Purple Panther Pack conquered Davidson by the large margin of 48 points to 33, before a large crowd in the gymnasium. In the game, the Panthers showed their superiority in the first half, with a lead of 18 in the second. For the contest with 20 points, the Panthers played a fine defense game for their team, Harris and Ross held the Western to a comfortable margin, playing a fine defense game for the Panthers.

The Purple Panther basketteers, who are now standing close behind Elon for the honors in the North Carolina Flaming Five contest, are rapidly nearing the end of another splendid season in the absence of the able direction of Coach Yoke.

Friday night the Eastern Garden Teachers will invade High Point for a return game with the Panthers. In the first contest between these teams the Purple Panther came out victorious. The game will be a non-offensive contest, as the Panthers do not belong in the circuit.

The Panthers have only two more conferences remaining on their card, which will be played next week. The Western Carolina Teachers will be here on Wednesday to battle the local outfit. That night Coach Yoke’s team closes the conference race with a contest against an old rival, Guilford, on the Guilford court.

Varsity Basketball

Dr. Nat Walker eyes examined.

Class of 1935—suggestions for a code of fair competition were discussed by Dr. Nat Walker, an eye specialist, who examined the eyes of the starting players before the game against Davidson. Walker, who is associated with the Eye Department of the Carolina College of Medicine, suggested that a code of fair competition should be adopted by all basketball teams. The code would prevent accidental injuries to players, and would also ensure fair play. Walker recommended that a code be adopted by all basketball teams, and that it be enforced by officials at each game.

Dr. Nat Walker eyes examined.
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Cultural Value Shown In Bible

Cleveland, Oct.—(IP)—A long-expected service and exhibit which attracted hundreds of people yesterday was held in the Morris Park Temple, 70th Street and Arthur Avenue, to demonstrate the prized historical and sentimental value of the Bible as good literature.

For the last two and a half years Mrs. Alice H. Robbins, assistant director of the temple, has been working on the exhibit. A number of biblical artifacts and historical relics were on display.

Bible is authentic, not just a book of religion, Robbins emphasized.

No Patient Healing

But the Bible, the art critic believes, is also the world's greatest novel. "There is no other novel in literature that has had such a wide influence in the minds of men."

The Bible is not only an authority in religion and morality, but also a great work of art. "It is a masterpiece of human imagination and expression." Robbins added.

The exhibit included a large collection of First Edition Bibles, manuscripts, parchments, and other rare items. The visitors were given a detailed guide of the historical and spiritual significance of the Bible.

Students Lost Long Enter at Missouri

A young student, who was a member of the Missouri Campus, was reported missing today. The student was last seen entering the Missouri Campus at approximately 3:00 PM.

The Missouri Campus is a private institution located in St. Louis, Missouri. The campus is known for its rigorous academic program and its focus on liberal arts education.

Students are encouraged to report any missing individuals to the campus security department.

STUDENT BART BALK EAT AT LEWIS'S

Washington, D.C.—(IP)—Some of the conservatory faculty and students of Lewis's School of Bart have been visiting the school for the past week in order to observe the students. The faculty found the students to be hardworking and enthusiastic.
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Artemesians And Brother Club Frolic

All Classes To Be Suspended For Society Day

HENTER TO SPEAK

Alumni Association Head Accepts Invitation to Deliver Address Of Day

All classes at the College will be suspended tomorrow. Thursday morning is in order that the students may attend the Annual oration. Mr. Hunter is the president of the Alumni Association. The address of day will be delivered by Mr. Hunter at 10 o'clock in the auditorium.}

Artemesians PEP UP

For Annual Society Day

Cloniger has been selected by the Artemesian Society as head of the alumni organization. Mr. Cloniger is the president of the Artemesian Society. The annual society day will be held on Tuesday evening, the 12th of May. The guests of honor will be the alumni of Greensboro, and Mr. Akrothinian will be the guest of honor. He has been invited to speak on some interesting topic. This house will be supplied with the kitchen for the occasion.

Debaters Meet Given By Dukes

Non-Denominational Debates

Two Non-Denominational Debates are to be held this week. The question for the first debate is, "Resolved: That all students who have an average grade of at least "C" are eligible to be members of the society." The second debate is, "Resolved: That all students who have an average grade of at least "B" are eligible to be members of the society." The debates will be held in the evening on Tuesday and Thursday.

Honor Society Soon Be Formed

New Organization Probably Be Similar To That In Other Colleges

High Point college bids fair to have an honor society similar to the one at North Carolina State University. The honor society will be established only when the students have accumulated a number of requirements, which must be met by the students themselves. The requirements will be kept secret until the society is formally established. The students will be notified of the requirements at the first meeting of the society.

Rush Period Opens With Competition

SPECIAL REPORT

Rush Period Opens With Competition

BIDS ISSUED MONDAY

Attention Called To Pancake Breakfasts

Bids Issued Monday for the Pancake Breakfast, which will be held on Monday, the 10th of May. This breakfast will be held in the college auditorium. The students are requested to attend this breakfast, which will be held in the morning of the day.

A Historic Event
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On your Ups and Downs

I'm your best friend

Maybe you wonder why I appeal more than others. Listen. Do you know that the top levers of a tobacco plant are unique and biting? Do you know that the bottom levers, trailing the ground, are grimy and coarse? I know all that and for this reason I am made from the fragrant, expensive center leaves... the leaves that give you the mildest, best-tasting smoke. Therefore, I sign myself "Your best friend."

I am your Lucky Strike
Elon Christians Clinch Championship; Purple Panthers Now In Second Place

Ex-President Of School, Son Of President, Dies

VARSITY BASKETBALL

Panthers Pack Takes Final Home Contest

Coach Young's Purple Panthers made their final appearance of the season on the local court Saturday night, when they ousted an easy 42-25 victor over a scrappy bunch from Eastern Carolina Teachers college in a non-conference tilt.

The Panthers experienced little trouble in disposing of the Greenville bunch. After about ten minutes of play the locals forged ahead, and their position will not be affected by any of the remaining conference games to be played.

The two teams matched point for point during the first ten minutes, piloting the-high-scoring Panthers to the first of the season. After the locals forged ahead, and their position will not be affected by any of the remaining conference games to be played.

The game marked the Panthers' second place berth in the conference, but another game there is very little. Although they have one more conference tilt on their docket, the Panthers are ahead of their rivals, the Elon Christians, who have already finished their season with two victories and one defeat to come out on top in the conference.

The game will bring to a close the scheduled games for the Panthers this season. However, they are expected to enter a continuation tournament at Charlotte which will take place the first of March.

Panthers Tackle Quakers In Final Conference Tilt

A large crowd of local basketball fans and students will probably make the trip tomorrow night to see these old rivals, the Elon Christians, who have already finished their season with two victories and one defeat to come out on top in the conference.

The Evening Sun will be burning in the air, the Panthers have been given the best possible chance to win.

The Elon team finished the season with an exceptionally high record of 31-1. Their last loss of the year was administered by the Eastern Carolina Teachers college, in a non-conference tilt.

The Panthers have already improved their standing in the Teachers' conference, and their position will not be affected by any of the remaining conference games to be played. Most of the conference dates have already closed their season, and their positions in the final standings have been determined.

A large crowd of local basketball fans and students, probably make the trip tomorrow night to see these old rivals, the Elon Christians, who have already finished their season with two victories and one defeat to come out on top in the conference.
**H. P. T. and D. RAILROAD**

Our patrons continue to recognize us in an agency of dependable and satisfactory transportation. High Point, Thomasville and Davie Road Co.

---

**WHEN SOMETHING NEW COMES**

Handling Turkish tobacoo in the Liggett & Myer tobacco factory at Smyrna, Turkey.

---

**THE HI-PO**

HUMOR MAIN FEATURE OF THE TEASER PROGRAM

Ferrell, Smith. And Others. Provide Laughs At Program Devoted To Honor Veterans. This week's edition of the Hi-PO featured a segment that lasted Thursday evening in the meeting of the Telephone Society when the late letters of Nationalism were brought out by Hal Feders, to introduce an extremely humorous program of songs that was declared by the president of the society to be the best of the entire year.

Ferrell, Smith, and others at the outdoor scene Albert Smith and for seven full minutes were entertained as they entertained by the news of humorous aspect of his life as a "entrepreneur in a Royal Heil". The society, which took one of the funniest roles and was then by the house.

The second part of the program began seriously enough with Paul Brinkley bringing before the society a selection of various songs. After setting down considerably under the influence of the man of information presented by Brinkley, the society was partially unprepared for the laugh-out-of-mind entertainment which broke out again with Johnny Davis and Sammy Myers cracking the jokes this time. The society was left with too much of the peculiar talents which those two boys possess for the amusing hour and being really funny and clever for many minutes.

There was, to set you thinking, a wonderful scene when Paul Brinkley was leading the group. Furman Wright, took the floor and other comedians. That was a delightfully original effort, which was thoroughly enjoyed by the group being seen in the program. Nothing to say that the Telephone Society enjoyed what was a more or less serious presentation, for the first time that society hall every day, being brought out by the late letters of Nationalism. It was just a matter of time that society would have to be a great success and would be in the hands of the comedians and Automatics. The annual Telephone Society Day March 5th.

---

**FREE LOVE IN ARKANSAS**

Little Rock, A. - (AP) - The legislators of this state are all but lost to the scheme that is being developed along only non-American lines that are going on at the Arkansas State normal school at Mena.

According to the letters of Nationalism which we obtained, the normal school at Mena under none of the legislators who visited the school for a while back this winter, to determine whether or not the girls were being taught evidence of the girls being taught there.

"A student in the school says that the girls were being taught the impertinent subject of the history of the world and are being taught in a way that is consistent with the principles of the school." I'm not sure of the subject matter, but I'm sure it is a subject that is consistent with the principles of the school.

---

**WINTER QUEEN**

Hannover, N. C. - (AP) - Pauline Webster, 19, resident of Detroit and a graduate of the Barnum School of Music, and whose name was announced as the prettiest girl present.

A student was noticed in the colorful group by the music master, Oliver W. Kline, of the Barnum School of Music, and whose name was announced as the prettiest girl present.

"A student was noticed in the colorful group by the music master, Oliver W. Kline, of the Barnum School of Music, and whose name was announced as the prettiest girl present."
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THE VOUGE

By THE HI-PO Staff

Well, well, well. Kingliness has been good work... There... There seems to be a chance to... We can... We can... The Vogue.

The Vogue is stir up longings, memories, not of eating, of gardening, of clear of all foreign entanglements. About romance he at least steers the same right to let her fancy develop since of his companionship, the least he can get it off his mind.

ACTION INSTEAD OF DESIRED ACTION?

One of two, after putting a quick bite, the hook, added the following: "Whatever you do, write... But why thoughts of love? Why makes one's blood race, and fills the heart with the joy of living; or in making one with the joy of living; or in making one...""The hook, added the following: "Whatever you do, write..." Action instead of desired action? Man indulge in amorous ventures? Can afford to print. "I ain't no dirt. That is, that we can afford to print."

In the spring... why in the spring... a campus romance which... Lászlo has been working in the insurance business. Miss Bell informs us that "nice little girls don't like to be called "little darling," but we're being nice. We might as well be nice."

Mildred Crowder, M. M. Bates, Mabel Koontz. Thurlow Kearn. Mildred Caffey and C. W. Pope, also in Guilford county... They're cheering the referee out in front of them... They're cheering the referee out in front of them... Our linotype man was sitting on through while mess jackets to swallowtails. The-boy was Bill Lewis. They arc in the contracting business. Seems like these professors don't... it was sliced off Saturday night. They're cheering the referee out in front of them... They're cheering the referee out in front of them... Our linotype man was sitting on through while mess jackets to swallowtails. The-boy was Bill Lewis. They arc in the contracting business. Seems like these professors don't... they were being nice. They might as well be nice."

THURSDAY, MARCH 7, 1935

ONE DOWN, THREE UP

Four hours after release of the paper last week, a complaint was registered from the Registrar that the front-page issue was "a gross mis-statement of facts." According to the Registrar, a ruling of the fewest several years ago, there is now a numerical value of alphabetic grades, and specified that no numerical values could be assigned to the alphabetic grades given. Since the Pan-Heliconian Council made no move at that time to amend its constitution to an alphabetical requirement for the five major classes, the Registrar decided that by no means an attempt to regulate fraternity admission.

Another light of developments of the past week, the suggestion made that time that the fraternities are administering stultifying blocks is reiterated. Are the Greek rights better respected by the administration and the faculty? If so, then why not let them govern themselves? Again, what have they done that makes one change? Are fraternities to be regulated by the Pan-Heliconian Council or are they to be governed by the faculty? We will be awaiting with eagerness an explanation.

Alphonse Mucha was the initial (now deceased) Art Director of this magazine. Through a change in editorial policy, we are no longer using his designs. However, this week we present an interesting feature, part of his designs for a portfolio of "Cigarette cards." The portfolio was designed for the cigarettes of a certain house, and the pictures are in sepia, the same method as used by our friend and fellow artist, Rudolph P. Bell, who designed for each of the "From the Pen of..." series. This portfolio of pictures, "Parisian" series, was published in 1904.

MILDEST SMOKE YOU TRY

Philip Morris is the name of the cigarette which revolutionized the industry over a decade ago.

The cigarette was born in the exclusive salons of Paris. The cigarette entered New York with the Fugitives and in the hands of men... the name of the cigarette which revolutionized the industry over a decade ago.

N. P.
Culler Places on All-Conference Team
For Third Consecutive Season of Play

Breaks Culler, veteran forward on the Panther Pack, was the only High Point basketeer to make the All-Conference team, selected during the past week in the eight coaches in the North State race. The third consecutive year that Culler has won this honor in State conference schools. Culler has made the AU-Conference team, the only High Point basketeer to make the conference team, including the Big Five teams.

Culler stands a good chance of making the two-point squad again. The second position is usually one of the last places in the conference race. The first two years, High Point teams in the past have been second in the State conference schools. In the eight coaches in the North State race, Culler stands a good chance of making the conference team. In the second position is usually one of the last places in the conference race. The first two years, High Point teams in the past have been second in the State conference schools.

The second half found the Mountaineers In Tourney Today

After finishing the North State conference race in second place Coach Yow's Panther Pack will meet Appalachian Mountain University at five o'clock this afternoon in the opening round of the Appalachian Mountain Conference Tournament which starts in Winston-Salem, Greensboro, and Lexington.

Eight teams, of which Iowa was last in the North State conference race will compete for the championship. The conference champions were seeded number one in the tournament. It is anticipated that the Iowa team will meet the second-seeded team, the University of Kansas, at the NCAA Tournament.

The other teams entering the tournament are:
- Indiana University
- Purdue University
- Michigan State University
- Ohio State University
- Illinois University
- Wisconsin University
- Nebraska University
- Iowa State University

Camels are made from OUR TOBACCOS.
Camel's Costlier ToBaccos are made from OUR TOBACCOS. Costlier than any Tobacco Company's Tobacco. -FINER, MORE EXPENSIVE
Domestic — than any Tobacco Company's Tobacco. -FINER, MORE EXPENSIVE

CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS
NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!
FRANKLIN STUDENTS DEMAND RESIGNATION OF PRESIDENT, DEAN

Frankfort, Ind.—(AP)—The 160 students at Franklin College, a private liberal arts school here, are on strike and have refused to return to classes until President William Gossman resigns, the faculty announced today.

Students charge the administration with paying the faculty members only enough to keep them, with the threat of living on charity, and with catering to the college's egotistical and selfish aims.

They demand an increase in the faculty's pay and an increase in the college's income for the college's athletes.

The collection is being underwritten by the students and the club, with which the faculty is affiliated, to help support the strike.

DON'T SPANK KIDS FOR RUNNING AWAY

Providence, R.I.—(AP)—In a letter to the editor of The Providence Journal, Dr. William Howard, instructor in psychology at Rhode Island College, has urged that parents of children who run away from home should not be punished.

He pointed out that when a child runs away from home, he may feel that his parents have no respect for his autonomy, that his freedom has been denied, and that he doesn't like the way he is being treated.

The letter was published in the Providence Journal on March 7, 1935.

BARNARD COLLEGE Publishes Cookery Book

New York—(AP)—Barnard College, a women's college that has been a source of much concern, has published a cookery book, compiled by the students and faculty.

The book, which is intended for adult consumption, is a very instructive and practical one, and will be one of the 10 best pictures of the year, according to the judges.
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High Point Pointers Named Winners In Championship, Second In Entire Tournament

LOSS OF CAPTAINSHIP COMES AS BLOW TO PANTHER ROOSTERS

V. C. T. Lecturer Addresses College Religious Department

Miss Grace Scott, lecturer for the Women's Christian Temperance Union, and specialist in alcoholism, gave a talk on the question, "The Problems of Alcohol and Temperance," before the College Christian Endeavor Society last evening.

The theme of Miss Scott's remarks was the need for the youth and generation to wage the fight against alcoholism, and the problems of alcohol and immoral living. Miss Scott is a native of Vermont. Her character education into a garrulous mic pantomimic sketches using decidedly different program in day night when the freshmen deketball Tournament ended Monday, Bàstest and most exciting games of close at several places the freshmen were played last week, but the guests of the Carolina theeds In Play-Off By 32 To 0, exclaiming hee now.

An Editorial

The Pan-Hellenic Council has been interested in the fraternity problem during the past two years, signed a contract for the members of the varsity baseball team will be honored at a THE COLLEGE faculty and student are already working for the affair, in Tennessee.

The high spot of the midwest- tern trip came on Monday, March 10, when a three man team from the Library, three from the University debaters, in Cincinnati, and three from Hitchins, Frank and Smith University, represented the state of New York. The second place went to Hitchins, Frank and Smith University, and the third place to the members of the varsity baseball club by the business men of the club.

The affirmative side discussed the fact that the body houses an al- code; they have, for example, a club to read in the library; but they have charge of one phase of it so that all students are invited and all probability Coach will have to draw decision at DePaul University, in Tennessee.

In the extemporaneous contest, the residents of Women's College Religious Department Of Ace Hurler

Mr. Taggart is a former stu- dent of the executive committee, and officers formally elected. Until the past two summers he has been a visitor to the students of the Southern confer- ence, and as the constitution shall be rati- fied, and officers formally elected.

In the same season, he presented in his Christian, Wofford, Roanoke, a native of Vermont. His charac-
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The second place in the sulphuric acid analysis was written with the full authority of the freshman board.

In order to enforce the procedure of the oral examination it is a new practice that the editorial staff has adopted, that the editorial staff was copied. "I challenge you right-
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The Vogue
By the Staff
Buy for our side! Mary Trenchard has poured her heart into our "make-serve" in preparing the nominat-ions list, but General Bambel threatenedsuming number, so we gave him the complete make-over to his hand. But Bambel couldn't possibly manage it by himself. So if you want to be awarded as the dis-tribution assistant, you must come to him.

Do they expect for you to pass the test of "advice" by being assured by various teams as to whether they ignored his scholar-ships or positions on the various teams? Or did you get a better about his...? 

Tucker and Laresh had exhibited absolutely... .

We think with every other... and... 

Mary, when coming out of the Palladium proper to see "Milestones of True Love" received her massage to... Stilling fever, our head... especially suited for his economic... And changed the whole night through with the overmantel on... Question. What made him feel...?

I don't know who I'm...?

When you catch us unawares...

Tells a most unusual fact... And rose minus about fifteen... 

Qui lion: What made him fall...? 

And rose minus about fifteen... 

When you catch us unawares... We mean an in-... 

I'd rather be a bass.

I've walked a mile for a smoke... We might believe... 

How many Americans know...? 

On Sunday night they all went... 

We need those who are... Did you tell them pretty lies?... Did you try to understand...? 

Students Hear Conrado Talk

Lutheran Pastor Urges Studen-ts To Be Good Listen-ers. He Teantant

Rev. F. L. Conrado, pastor of the Church in High Point, was the guest speaker on the choral exercises last Friday morning.

The speaker urged the students to always be good listeners, assuring that more is learned by listening than by talking. "Who reads are good listeners," he said. He stated that words are sometimes inappropriate for im-pressing young great minds, and said that concentration of all the time is necessary to get the best expe-rience from a talk.

Mr. Conrado asked the students to look at him as they interpret the written words, which he read not exactly but in a new form. He pointed out that it is usually best to read a book in its original edition, but in this case, the book is the talk itself. Therefore, he said, in his own words, "I'll do the best I can to present to you the work of a great mind in a new form."

I'm your best friend.

I dare to say, "I'm your best friend."
**Ronycez Finishes Colorful Basketball Career With Pack Of Panther Tossers**

Era Bates "Bobo" Ronycez, who has seen four years of service on the Purple Panther basketball squad, has just completed his career with the team. "Bobo" has been a consistent contributor to the Purple Panther basketball team's success throughout the years.

**Mountainaineers Fall Before Panther Pack**

Culler and Martin again brought glory and credit to the Panther pack and High Point College when they scored pivotal points in the last minutes of the battle. The Panthers succeeded in making the third Panther team that has scored against Erskine. Coach Walker's team performed creditably in the last minutes of the battle when they were fighting for an opportunity to win the game.

**Purple Panther Basketteers Complete Successful Season**

Taking second honors in the North State conference and winning the first three games of the season, the Purple Panther basketteers are sure to have a successful season under the direction of Coach Nicholas. The Panther pack is sure to have a successful season under the direction of Coach Nicholas.

The summary:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Points</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Tp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**We Asked Leaders in Winter Sports**

*"Is this fact important to you?"*

- *Canals are made from flax, more expensive tobacco—Turkish and Romette—than any other popular brand.*

(Signed) H. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY

Winston-Salem, North Carolina

---

**Elon Defeats Yow's Tossers In Tourney**

The Purple Panthers made impressive efforts last Friday night to gain revenge for the two conference losses they suffered this season. The Panthers succeeded in making the third Panther team that has scored against Erskine. Coach Walker's team performed creditably in the last minutes of the battle when they were fighting for an opportunity to win the game.

---

Ohio State basketball coach in the last minutes of the battle when they were fighting for an opportunity to win the game.

---

**Wagger's Ladies Shop**

For the Women Who Care

---

**Sunshine Laundry**

GENUINE DRY CLEANING
Letters To The Editor

Editor THE HI-PO:

Dear Editor,

I am not too fond as to be expected. All members of the faculty have been much appreciated and recommended. I am not so much in favor of any discussion with them on the subject of the council. She has assumed the faculty position on the council and is free from any influence. An interesting group of people for any discussion. They have no place on the faculty of the college, and the necessity of the council is still being discussed. It is not necessary, but it is by a lot of former students who I believe will be the best disposed individuals who will judge the group.

THE HI-PO has accomplished much this year through the efforts of High Point College and the Community Council. It is not possible to improve conditions for the members who are free to consider the facts when making decisions. The council has always been exposed to criticism. The council is free from any influence. It is not possible to improve conditions for the council.

Dr. N. T. Walker

Eyes Examined
Glass Frames Fitted
Artificial Eyes

TO BE REPRESENTED YET?
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Man From Vermont Is A Success On College Stage

Charles Ross Taggart, whose former life is as much a part of his present as his violin, is a case in point. Charles Ross Taggart has a violin for a beard, and when he was introduced to the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill last night he was shown to be a case of ventriloquism.

"I don't know how many times I have been accused of being a ventriloquist," said Mr. Taggart, "but I am going to try to prove that I am not one."

Mr. Taggart told me that he had been on tour with his violin for a number of years, and that he had played in a number of cities, including New York and Boston.
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Publishing as a matter of course, we which is undefeated by any North
against some of the strongest
have this year a team even above
team which has spread the fame
Carolina college or university, a
at the College to raise money for
student body. It presented a pro-
wide.
To these five men, however, not
John M. Erickson go all praise.
the honors received. To the de-
Hutchins, Lincoln Fulk, Aubert
Smith, Hoyt Wood, and Coach
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Through the Keyhole

Daily Prayer of the Daybreakers.
Dear Lord, please, if someone else
make it a custom, make it a
They've got more money in
their treasury than we have.
Ask Joe McNeill what he has
on that last weekend trip.

1935 A.D.

Nay; Did you know that two
towns are fighting over where
the famous Kenneth Ganger wad
born? No. Nay, Lincolnton said it
was Graham, and Graham said, all
called it was Lincolnton.

Poetry.
Cupid is a little fellow,
With an eye that is old
as a boy that is younger
as no respecter of persons.
As we see it, he can wend his
way about as well as we.
He shot Cupidata just to tease her,
But in the proceedings he hit
Jack Anthony and Julian Conover.
He shot Romeo and Julieta too.
If you don't watch out he'll
shoot you.
He shot Wayne Harris and Becky
Kearns, and Jim and Jones, and Jotham
and Joe; Lee Satterfield, and he did flee.
Now, that the little fellow
He's gone and tried to shoot my
(Note: To the class in eight
we use this masterpiece

There is a new inhabitant
the Women's Day Student Room.
and it's a he. But, if you take
away the coming weeks, Miss
Young is very handsome, and
loved among only when the girls
there. His home is bled
one of the radasters, and, every
(Note: To the class in eight
we use this masterpiece

I think fraternities have their
place and stay in it they do
So Mary Tice has joined the

I think fraternities have their
place and stay in it they do
But unless they know that
where they are going, this male who
the girls are gone, this male who
is so afraid of women, comes out
the girls are gone, this male who
is so afraid of women, comes out
born?

Jack of Spades?

The Parker Game of "Murder"—But the
Victim Did Not Get Up!

WHO KILLED HIM?

THREE TAPS AT TWELVE
Presented by the Senior Class,
Friday Night
Roberts Hall
Auditorium
Admission
15c—25c

JACK OF SPADES?

I'm your best friend

From one end to the other—never a
bitter, undeveloped top leaf in me.
Never a griny, tough bottom leaf. I
use only the fragrant, mellow,
expensive center leaves...the leaves that give
you the mildest, best-tasting smoke.
I do not irritate your throat—that's why
I'm your best friend, day in, day out.

Lucky Strike

Lucky Strike uses only center leaves.
Center leaves give you the mildest smoke.
They Taste Better

Thursady, March 21, 1935

....from one end to the other.
James Warlick, class of '35, after trying to play on the school baseball team, decided to focus on basketball. Although Warlick was eligible to play on the school baseball team, he chose to join the basketball team instead.

Although he was a member of the team, Warlick transferred to High Point at the beginning of his junior year. He then entered the inter-roster competition, playing several state teams while still playing for the High Point College baseball team. Warlick is not eligible for the team as a regular last year, Isidore Vomit and I'rimm head the list of those who will probably take care of the second base position. Wright, finalist in the semi-finals, is the only veteran pitcher the Purple Panthers baseball squad has at present. The members of the varsity basketball team were honored for their previous work, and Coach Yow's baseball team was given an opportunity to play against some of the basketball players.

Due to the fact that the local baseball park has been destroyed by fire, the Panthers will not see a berth on the schedule. The material seems to be better than usual, the number one man, will have to fight harder for the right to play than usual. The regular matches as well as the semi-final matches will be played in the High Point country club. The season, which begins on Monday afternoon, will be open to the public as a live-day trip, during which the Purple Panthers baseball squad will take on some of the best teams in the area. The scheduled preliminary tournament and candidate for the World Series in baseball, will take place on the 26th of March, will close on the 20th of April. The schedule is not changed.

The members of the varsity basketball team were honored for their previous work, and Coach Yow's baseball team was given an opportunity to play against some of the basketball players.

The season, which begins on Monday afternoon, will be open to the public as a live-day trip, during which the Purple Panthers baseball squad will take on some of the best teams in the area. The scheduled preliminary tournament and candidate for the World Series in baseball, will take place on the 26th of March, will close on the 20th of April. The schedule is not changed.
The Question Of The Week
WHAT IS TRUE HAPPINESS?

Arnold, Plutarch, Plato, and Philo Judaeus, and philosophers throughout the ages have been interested in this question. It has been the search of man down through the centuries. Everyone wants to get the most out of life, but what is happiness? What are its attributes? How does one attain true happiness?

A question of the question lead by Rev. Clay Mulison, pastorate of Wesley Memorial Church in High Point, to the students of the College of South Hadley. The Reverend's question was worded: "For the word 'happiness' is one which is often misunderstood. What is happiness and what is it meant by organized pleasure?"

The discussion centered around the definition of "happiness," and the meaning of organized pleasure. Everyone wants happiness, but what is it? What does one mean when speaking of happiness? What does it mean to be happy? How does one attain happiness? The Reverend's question was a thought-provoking one, and the students of the College of South Hadley were deeply engaged in the discussion.

Dr. Nasim, a professor of philosophy at the College of South Hadley, stated that happiness is the result of feeling able to accept the inevitables of life as the result of the natural resignation to the will of God; or that happiness is the getting of the maximum results from the minimum efforts. He added: "It is the vital question raised by Louis Bromfield. The story is that of a great adventurer. The excitement starts with their 20th Century Pictures' "Adventure's Latest Star" by Louis Bromfield. Jane Wyman is the male lead, and Warner Oland plays the male lead. The story builds to its climax with a spectacular scene where the hero and heroine are united in a hospital bed. The story is considered as 'sacred' and to be maintained at all costs, although there is no love on either side."

The Reverend added: "A person may take part in all pleasures and opportunities of life and yet not be happy. True happiness is the result of feeling able to accept the inevitables of life as the result of the natural resignation to the will of God; or that happiness is the getting of the maximum results from the minimum efforts. It is the vital question raised by Louis Bromfield. The story is that of a great adventurer. The excitement starts with their 20th Century Pictures' "Adventure's Latest Star" by Louis Bromfield. Jane Wyman is the male lead, and Warner Oland plays the male lead. The story builds to its climax with a spectacular scene where the hero and heroine are united in a hospital bed. The story is considered as 'sacred' and to be maintained at all costs, although there is no love on either side."

The Reverend's question was a thought-provoking one, and the students of the College of South Hadley were deeply engaged in the discussion.

The Reverend's question was a thought-provoking one, and the students of the College of South Hadley were deeply engaged in the discussion.

The Reverend's question was a thought-provoking one, and the students of the College of South Hadley were deeply engaged in the discussion.
Essay Contest Finals To Be Held At College Tomorrow

NEWS HI-POINTS

FRESHMAN PARITY

Members of the Freshmen Class will be held at the regular chapel period Friday morning and the session will be presided over by C. H. B. Hardman, chairman of the committee on academic accommodations. Following the usual procedure, the Freshmen Class will sit behind the doors and the back seats of the chapel. The members of the graduating class will receive caps and gowns at each chapel exercise during the remainder of the school year.

DEBATE WINTHROP

Two non-decision debates will be held with Washington College's debate team of Winthrop University next week. The first will be held Wednesday evening and will feature the interpretation of the character of Mark Twain. The second debate will be held Tuesday of next week and will feature the interpretation of the character of Abraham Lincoln.

LABORS EXTINCT

To the Editor of The Hill-Po:

Dear Sir,

Henry Noble Mearns, president of the local Woman's Institute, submitted the latest report of the Woman's Institute of Chicago that "there are no more laborers in the community." He was referring, of course, to the extinct hired help that once comprised the household staff of every family. He qualified this statement, however, by saying that it is much easier to obtain the "services" of a "housekeeper" than the "laborers" of old.

STUDENTS ON TRIP

Lexington, Va. (IP)—A group of journalism students at Washington and Lee University will make a field trip to New York Monday and Tuesday to attend the annual joint convention of journalism and newspaper work on metropolitan newspapers.

The articles will cover in general the current news and will cover the entire range of metropolitan newspapers, including the daily and the weekly, the liberal and the conservative, the new and the old.

The students will have the opportunity to participate in the activities of the convention, including the sessions on the future of the newspaper business and the role of the newspaper in the political process.

The trip will be an educational experience, providing insight into the workings of metropolitan newspapers and the role they play in shaping public opinion and democracy.

VASSAR GIRLS VOICE OUT AGAIN

Protest Against All-Girl College

Morgantown, W. Va. (IP)—The Vassar College girls who were earlier prevented from registering as students at the college have relieved the pressure against the proposal by making a public protest to the administration of the university. They are demanding that the college adopt a policy of admitting both men and women as students.

The students have been placed on a waiting list by the administration and are not permitted to register as students at the college. They have written to the administration expressing their dissatisfaction and demanding their right to be admitted as students.

DEAN FINDS FRESHMAN

Over Freshmen of Four

Over 100 freshmen were signed up for classes at the University of Georgia on Tuesday, April 2, it has been announced by Cloud, president of the college. This is the largest freshman class in the history of the university.

The freshmen are expected to be divided into four groups, each consisting of 25 students. This will allow for more individual attention and will facilitate the adjustment of the students to college life.

The freshmen will be welcomed by special events and activities designed to ease their transition into college life. These events will include orientation sessions, tours of the campus, and opportunities to meet faculty members and fellow students.
DO IT OURSELVES

We were recently visited by "Taps at Twelve," the student-coach-organized and sponsored music offering of this year's senior class. The number of students involved in this activity is extraordinary, achieving results which win plaudits, or in some cases without even adverse action, from the faculty.

Last Friday a student-coached tennis team went through another successful victory, the result of never-ending practice. The daily work of these students, whether it consists of tennis or other work, is a credit to our college, and we hope it will continue.

THE WEEKLY

When viewed in the light be- fore us, the textbooks of students were only a means to an end. It is probable that the textbooks of students must go out of school.

THE TROUBLE WITH

When viewed in the light be- fore us, the textbooks of students were only a means to an end. It is probable that the textbooks of students must go out of school.

THE KEYHOLE

There are few signs of...
Primm Elected Captain Tennis Squad For Year

Primm, popular senior, was elected captain of the tennis team Wednesday when the varsity proudly was waiting for the annual election of the members of the squad. The election was completed with much honor to the players, the players who have been chosen to fill the positions. The players who have been chosen are: Captain, Primm; Manager, Watkins; and Secretary, Rogers.

The tennis team will again serve as cornerstones but as the team is now built, Watkins and Rogers are among themselves in order to de- termine the rules of the team. Watkins and Rogers will be elected together in the first half of the position. They have been chosen to fill the positions. The players who have been chosen are: Captain, Primm; Manager, Watkins; and Secretary, Rogers.
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INFLATION FIGHTS PLAY IMPORTANT PART IN HISTORY

Currency Arguments Helped Unite Colonies Against England, Says Historian.

Madison, Wis.—(IP)—Argu-
ments over inflation of the dollar
were an important ingredient in
helping to unite the colonies
against England, according to
Professor John R. Commons.

"Inflation became more popu-
lar than it had been for years.
There was a great deal of public
interest in the matter, as con-
veyed by the columns of the
Cincinnati Commercial Advertiser
in the middle 1770's," he said.

The professor, who is direc-
tor of the new School of His-
toric Institutions, is preparing
a book on the subject.

MILLION DOLLAR BANNOCK
Shannon bought this cake for
The Carolina Next Wednesday.

KEROSENE LAMPS BACK

Madison, Wis.—(IP)—That
the old days of kerosene lamps are
returning in some parts of the
country is indicated by the fact
that engineers at the University
of Wisconsin are now testing
a survey of the best kerosene
and kerosene lamp fuels with
an eye to advising users on the
best type to use.

The depression, according to
the university officials, has made
it necessary for many to sever
their electric connections as econ-
omy measures. Hence the renew-
ing of demand for the old-style lamps.

MOON SLOWS DOWN TURNING OF EARTH

Pasadena, Calif.—(IP)—The
"natural pull of the moon is slow-
ing down the turning of the earth,"
as a result, the earth's day will
be equal.

"This increase of values gave
him more freedom, and increased
the value of his wife's property.
If he died shalling when he was
about 80, he could make the
real portions of the estate his
ancestral estate and the value of
the estate of the death of twelve
heirs, he would receive the
right to apply for the estate.

Since shilling signs the money
of account, and the number of
days had increased, the number
of the days had increased,
President Lincoln, in his first
inauguration message, said:
"The government is not only a
religion, but also a state, and
the church is not only the pro-
ducer of literature and the
lighter of the people, but also
the state of the state," he
said. "Finally, after many years
this was the first time that the
state kept its face always toward
the water, and so that the
people could see the face of
the earth at the same time."

"For the time on record, the
number of the days has increased
and so of scaling days, scaling
this fact, and many bases,
"Dr. Henry R. Hildreth, assistant
secretary of the Carnegie Institu-
tion, University of Wisconsin, has
merited the call of the United
States.

"On the road on record, the
number of the days has increased,
and so of scaling days, scaling
days, day and night, and so of
scaling days, scaling days, day
and night, and so of scaling days.

Edward Arnold Adds
"Million Dollar Remover"
To His Successes

Received on the lower East Side of New York City, an
American author has
worked on a manuscript
for a novel that would be
published in the United
States. The man is a
professor at the University
of Minnesota, and is
reportedly with university
authorities.

Tales of which only Germans or
Frenchmen have been the most
popular at the Harvard Uni-
college, according to an
official of the publishing
house.

"You may as well have at the
start," Prof. Richard J. Green-
berg, a professor of history,
said.

"Our study of the time spent and
its arrangement made by the
university officials, has made
it necessary for many to sever
their electric connections as econ-
omy measures. Hence the renew-
ing of demand for the old-style lamps.

"For the time on record, the
number of the days has increased
and so of scaling days, scaling
days, day and night, and so of
scaling days, scaling days, day
and night, and so of scaling days.

Edward Arnold Adds
"Million Dollar Remover"
To His Successes

Bergey's
"THE COLLEGE CLEANERS"
Representative Tailored Clothes
NATIONAL TAILORING CO.

"Buy Your Eater Suit From Me
And Get it Cleaned 3 Times Free!

BOB BURYMAN, Manager

Thursday, March 28, 1935

SAYS "OKIE-DOKIE!" MENTAL AGE IS 10!

New York—(IP)—Do you say
"Okie-Dokie," instead of "all
right," in accepting a request? If
you do, your mental age is one
more than it is of the opinion of
Frank V. Trull, one of the world's
leading psychologists.

It was only the other day that
you would have believed that any-
such could make a remark.

When a reporter went to his
office and asked him what he
thought of the term, used in a
fashion to a witness in answer to
a question, he would not at
first believe anyone had said such
a thing. He turned to his monog-
apher.

"Have you ever heard "tiski-
dok."" he asked.

"Not to day," the blushing and
said. "You, Prince Okie-Dokie is the fellow
who enquired at Betty Boop in a funny sort.

After giving himself some time
to recover, Mr. Trull added, "I'd like to hear Prince Okie-Dokie.""
Panther Racketeers Buried Under Mountaineers’ Volleys

Panther Netmen Take Sweep With 6-3, 7-6, 6-2 Win

Debaters Are Unchallenged

Affirmative Shows No Mercy in Exhibition Debate

Panther Racketeers Buried Under Mountaineers’ Volleys

Debaters Are Unchallenged

Affirmative Shows No Mercy in Exhibition Debate

High Point Netmen Take Sweep With 6-3, 7-6, 6-2 Win

Songsters Go On ‘Down-East’ Tour

Choir Sprints First Weeknight Meet Topple Panthers at Coliseum

Society Speakers Discuss Science

Chemistry and Music For Opening Talk at AHS Science Lab

Pirates Take Panthers Over

No Punch at Pirate Chief in Bumbling Panther Play...
in the strictest sense of the are interested in a literary—

of the rolls of the organ—society. The remain-

for honor only—for honor

students who are members

organization here are filled with

ganization which would live

ary" from the name of each,

continue in existence,

sponsored by these four or-

at their expense.

disbandment may possibly

almost unnecessary but rath-

nants who, to use the com-

to the fact that college au-

we have four or-

literary discussions.

We wish to suggest, there-

Our complaint, then, is this: we have no literary societ-

you see somebody you want to

You have a grand excuse thought

Our complaint, then, is: we have no literary societ-

we won't cause any fur-

to the girls in the choir .... they

Don Juan with all the trimmings.

At last Egghead has dispensed

We were under the impression

to get any attention from the

You   prepare   an   assignment   and

You're welcome. . . . S'long. . . .

Withal, the modern girl is not

You're welcome. . . . S'long. . . .

The top leaves are undeveloped, acrid and biting.

I am always the same... always mild, fine-tasting

I do not irritate your throat.

I do not irritate your throat. I'm your best friend.

I am your

Lucky Strike

I am always the same... always mild, fine-tasting

and fragrant. I am made of center leaves, only.

The top leaves are undeveloped, acrid and biting.

The bottom leaves are grimy, tasteless and harsh.

I am made of only the fragrant, expensive center

leaves. I give you the mildest, best-smoking

I do not irritate your throat. I'm your best friend.
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A letter to a gentleman in

shape that would detract from his

personality. Correct manners are

a part of him. There is no need

about his looking; it cannot be

"Just green" of the Toppy—A senior's opin-

"He must be nice looking,

I don't eat much. He must not

expect too much of a girl—A Fred-

I believe that there are

some nice boys. They don't
talk. They aren't concerned. They

are entertaining. They treat a girl

as she were a lady, and act as

they were gentlemen. They

Fred's opinion.

The Columbia University Med-

 called Sunday. His reason

in the flood? In the flood?

'don't make fun of people."—A

He must not drink. He must not

riding with, without being scared

operations .... we have been

that there is a stronger drawing

'sputter-and-beg man on the

who is ruining his chances of

letters of recommendation

I do not irritate— I do not irritate

in the voice. She is as pleasant

to them. If they appreciate

situation can be remedied

For three whole days? .... Perry

have been made in the kitchen

for three whole days? .... Perry

for the telephone. He is with

a skating party at that. . . . Why

a skating party at that. . . . Why

a skating party at that. . . . Why

'resting to tell you about the iron-man

For three whole days? .... Perry

have been made in the kitchen

be angry if we used this

'fudge'—nearly everyone on

that there is a stronger drawing

'mr. Jacquet from that window

'sputter-and-beg man on the

You're welcome. . . . S'long. . . .

Withal, the modern girl is not

You're welcome. . . . S'long. . . .

the modern girl is not

You're welcome. . . . S'long. . . .

the modern girl is not

You're welcome. . . . S'long. . . .

the modern girl is not

You're welcome. . . . S'long. . . .
Panther Nine Meets Elon Saturday In Conference Battle at Greensboro

Coach Yow's nine will renew their fight for top honors in the North State conference race this afternoon when they meet Elon at the base ball field, although the two teams engaged in a couple of close battles last year. The Panthers will go into the contest Saturday afternoon determined to turn the tables on Elon. In all probability Radbill, returning south for the Panthers, will start in the mound. He lost two close decisions to Walker's team last year, but will have a good chance to get revenge Saturday afternoon.

This will be the fourth conference tilt for the Panthers. In their first long game, they defeated A.C.C. 10-3 at Wilson. The second and third long games were played with the Appalachian Panthers yesterday afternoon in Thomasville. A victory over the Old Nine Saturday would place the Panthers well on the way to a conference championship.

Akrothinian Five Trounces Thalena In Intracity Basketball Battle

The friendly rivalry existing between the two men's basketball teams on the campus was ended last Thursday night when the Akrothinians defeated the Thalena's by the score of 25-18 in a closely contested post-season basketball game.

The two teams were starred on the members of their coaching staffs and their Sister societies, played fast and furious during the entire contest. The game was rather rough, with players on both sides making frequent fouls. Most of the players were in poor shape for the contest.

The result, Thalena forward, wilt see the outstanding offensive crew of the night, scoring 10 points to clear the bar at ten feet six inches. Again they were on a hit-and-misrate basis. The Panthers with three safe blows. Dominion and Dungarvay led the offenses of the Panthers on the mound for a collegiate team. He went the full route for the Panthers on the mound for a collegiate team. He went the full route for the Panthers. He was awarded fifth place in the University Club track and field contest.

The performance of L. Oakley, playing at first base, showed his ability to hit. But, because there were five scorers, he was awarded fifth place in the University Club track and field contest.

But, because there were five scorers, he was awarded fifth place in the University Club track and field contest.

We Asked Outdoor People:

"Is this fact important to You?"

Tobaccoetyl—Prince Albert — the national joy smoke!

Prize in a can of Prince Albert, 15c.

Weighing 2.25 to 2.30 grams, this canister contains 6 ounces of the finest tobacco, rich, mild and mellow.
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HENDERSON GIRL TAKES TOP HONORS

(Continued from page 1)

Ladies of Senior High School, Beso, N. C.; Dorothy Matthews, of High Point High School, Lillington, N. C.; Noma Thomas, of High School, Henderson, N. C.; Virginia Bright, of Erwin High School, Clinton, N. C.; Marita Spear, of Alexandria, Va.; Ethel M. Graham, N. C. C., and P. J. Wallace, Jr., of Johnson High School, Thomasville, N. C.

To each district contest within the North Carolina Music Festival association, representing NCRI, to be applied on College expenses. To the winner of the first place in the final week Billiken in addition to the district award, the total sum to be used over a four-year period will be used in two years. For the third place was offered an additional $500 award, the total sum to be used in one year.

The composition grades and rating of speech manner made up at the State University a year ago, and were calculated at the composition department at the college, made the necessary calculations.

In the case of the program, all visitors were invited to attend the "open-house" held by the dormitory men and women in the lower block of the college. There, the speakers were able to get acquainted with many of the College students, and to get some idea of what High Point College life is like.

GENTLEMEN PREFER BRUNETTES, WOMEN DECIDE IN DEBATE

Blondes Uphold Popularity of Brunettes, White Ladies Defend Blonde Ability to Lure

A special benefit performance, proceeds of which will be used in purchasing equipment for the baseball team, will be given Friday night by the Carolina Theatre, which has been acquired by Frank Byars, manager.

The special feature attraction for the presentation has been described to the theatre by the producer. No title is "Harvard Days," and was adapted from the world-famed romance strip of that name by Carl Ed.

Players Seeded For Tennis Team

The tennis season has been initiated and the teams are ready for the feeling of friendly rivalry at once. The seedling tournament has drawn to a close, and one of the dozen ambition contest existe in the school. At present, captain and manager are about to try the utmost contest, to the citizens of High Point. Each player is given a certain position, and the top positions are filled by the bravest thinkers. The remaining positions are those of the top not only as captain, but as number one player. Number two takes second place on the team. While, a newcomer in tennis competition, pushed an upset taking York, a veteran player, in straight sets for third place, getting third fourth. Wilson Rogers and Claude Kinsey fill the other positions in order.

When in Durham you are cordially invited to visit the Chesterfield factory and see Chesterfields made.

There's something about a Chesterfield —

There's one thing I especially like about a Chesterfield — the tobacco doesn't spill out and that's it's a milder cigarette, and it gives me a whole lot of pleasure of smoking that I heard a number of people say the same thing.

Players Seeded For Tennis Team

The tennis season has been initiated and the teams are ready for the feeling of friendly rivalry at once. The seedling tournament has drawn to a close, and one of the dozen ambition contest existe in the school. At present, captain and manager are about to try the utmost contest, to the citizens of High Point. Each player is given a certain position, and the top positions are filled by the bravest thinkers. The remaining positions are those of the top not only as captain, but as number one player. Number two takes second place on the team. While, a newcomer in tennis competition, pushed an upset taking York, a veteran player, in straight sets for third place, getting third fourth. Wilson Rogers and Claude Kinsey fill the other positions in order. Now, Captain, Captain, and Rogers were eliminated.
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Student Election

The annual election of officials of the student council will be held at 9 p.m. today in the city hall. It has been announced by the president of the student body.

Hoffman, N.E. (Continued from front page)

The government of Hoffman, a member of the editorial board of the Campus, is the leading candidate for student council. He was recommended by the students of the university for his ability to handle the administrative problems of the council.

OFFICERS NEEDED

A resolution limiting the major office to one person may be held Wednesday in the city hall. The resolution must be passed by the student council and approved by the governor before it can become law. The resolution, if passed, would require the council to hold a special meeting to vote on the issue.

SPORTS

There was a strong showing of students at the annual sports tournament held this week. The tournament included athletic events such as track, field, and basketball. The winning teams were awarded trophies, and the event was enjoyed by all.
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When two is company don’t make me a crowd.

I’m your best friend.

I am your Lucky Strike.

Lucky Cigarettes use only the center leaves... center leaves give you the mildest smoke.

They Taste Better.

THE HI-PO

ACTIVITIES, CURRICULAR AND OTHERWISE

Plays for a High Point College honor society and an honor roll, requirements for which were discussed at length in THE HI-PO, were unusually high; that the spirit of admission in this semester ends.

To achieve success one must make an attempt.—Louis Harris

The only useful resolutions are those which one can have an interest in breaking.—G. P. B.

The school year is drawing to a close, and another army of high school graduates will look over North Carolina’s roster of colleges in search of admission. At present, High Point College is not so restricted as to be able to admit all of its members. There is no place in the world that is too small for one of the students’ personal freedom. If we had dancing here?

Thursday, April 11, 1935

McMANUS

MUNN

DRUG STORES

TENNIS SCHEDULE

April 3 High Point  vs Appalachian High Point
April 4 High Point  vs Wake Forest High Point
April 12 High Point  vs Guilford High Point
April 16 High Point  vs Elon
April 24 High Point  vs Guilford
April 25 High Point  vs LeMoyne-Hickey
April 30 High Point  vs Catawba
May 1 High Point  vs A. C. C
May 2 High Point  vs Wake Forest
May 8 High Point  vs LeMoyne-Hickey
May 10 High Point  vs Guilford
May 14 High Point  vs Pending
May 20 High Point  vs Elon
TOTAL High Point  vs Opponents 12
Akrothians Win Over Thaleans, 29-19
In Second Inter-Society Cage Contest

Led by Cloniger and Yount, the Akrothians defeated the Thaleans in their second inter-society game by the score of 29-19 last Thursday afternoon. The visiting team was easily divided among most of the men, Apple, with 5, and Moser, with 5, were the standout players for the Thaleans. Although the players put plenty of spirit in the game, the contest was not as rough and fast as the previous one in which the Akrothians were the winners.

The lineup:

Akrothians: Yount, 9; Sudia, 2; Julian, 2; F. 2 Stone, 2; Mason, 2; Ferriss, 2; F. 2 Sligh, 2; F. 2 Davis, 2; Moser, 5; Apple, 5; G. 2 Offers, 2; G. 2 Ferree, 2; G. 2 Tuttle, 2.

Thaleans: Frieze, 5; Captain F. 2 Primm, 2; F. 2 Stone, 2; Mason, 2; Sligh, 2; Davis, 2; Tuttle, 2.

In their second inter-society game in the Colonial center, 'was the outstanding feature of the game. The Akrothian center, Yount, was the outstanding player with a total of 29 points. Cloniger, Akrothian captain, was the standout player for the Thaleans. The contest by the score of 29-19 was the thirteenth in the league.

The line-up:

Substitutions:

Akrothians: Frieze, 2; F. 2 Mason, 2; F. 2 Mason, 2; Apple, 2; Apple, 2; Apple, 2; Apple, 2; Yount, 2.

Thaleans: Primm, 2; Primm, 2; Primm, 2; F. 2 Mason, 2; Mason, 2; Mason, 2; Mason, 2; F. 2 Mason, 2; Mason, 2; Mason, 2.

The High Point Panthers started the second of their series of eight inter-society tennis matches last Friday to the sound of "Hallelujah Chorus" by the Wake Forest team, 6-2. Captain Primm, playing number two, and Wilson Rogers came through with steady and hard hitting to give the Panthers a victory.

Panther Netmen Lose To Deacons By Count of 6-2

The game today in the match between the High Point Panthers and the Elon Deacons was played in the physical education classes of Coach Yow's physical education department. The intramural tennis teams played a thrilling match, but the High Point team emerged victorious.

The necessary material arrived on the second part of the month of June, and the first members of the group were placed in the physical education classes Monday morning. Much interest was shown in the opening games and the matches were hard fought.

Under Coach Yow's plan all of the men in the physical education department will compete for high honors in the tournament. Approximately fifty-six men are in the team, and the432 teams have already been completed. The men will be divided into four divisions, according to their classes in gym. The winners in each of the divisional classes will go into the semifinals, while the runners-up will play the winners in the semifinals of the second division.

In their first six games the Panthers were very successful, winning all six and three losses. The other team was held to a tie in two games and lost in four. In the first game the Panthers were held to a tie in two games and lost in four.

HOOVER REFUSES TO MEET LABOR FRANCES PERKINS

First of all, Hoover refused to meet with Miss Perkins for a photo opportunity, saying that the meeting was unnecessary and that it would not be of any benefit. The meeting was scheduled for later in the week, but the President declined to attend.
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The newly elected council of the Women’s Sports Association held its first meeting on March 7th on Monday evening. In the absence of the president, Edward Lake, the meeting was called to order by Miss Ethel Clark, who has been appointed to fill the position.

The association has made plans for its first annual banquet, to be held May 15th. Committees for the selection of candidates in the tennis tournament are being held March 7th, 8th, and 9th. Since then, the women have been working hard as Chicago. They returned from the trip to New York, and are now preparing for the annual banquet to be held at some later date. It has been announced by Humphreys that the banquet will take place on May 15th. Committees for its first annual banquet, to be held May 15th.

The sophomore picnic scheduled for First Annual W. S. A. Dinner, held March 7th, 8th, and 9th. Since then, the women have been working hard as Chicago. They returned from the trip to New York, and are now preparing for the annual banquet to be held at some later date. It has been announced by Humphreys that the banquet will take place on May 15th. Committees for its first annual banquet, to be held May 15th.
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NEW HI-PO CONSTITUTION IS ADOPTED

CLONGER ELECTED STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT

AUSTIN VICE-PRESIDENT OF COUNCIL, CROWDER ELECTED SECRETARY; MEMBERS PICKED

Council to Send Representatives to Student Meeting

The annual Easter holiday began on Monday and will last until 12:00 m. on Tuesday. It has been announced by the administrative council of the student body. Certain sections of the campus will remain open for any students who wish to remain on the campus.

Holidays Open
The HI-PO

The HI-PO is a student publication of High Point College, High Point, N.C.

Entered as second class matter January 28, 1927, at the Post Office at High Point, North Carolina, under the act of March 3, 1879.

While THE HI-PO always welcomes communications, it is very respectfully addressed to the duties expressed therein.

Thursday, April 18, 1935

AUF WIEDERSEHEN

Since the next issue of THE HI-PO will be the last annual production of the reticle, this is the first issue following it will be the first presentation of the new board, this will be our own song.

It is hard to say goodbye. It's even harder to clear one's personal problems, dogs, Shih Tzus, and snails from a desk, to give up a position that has been a burden of work which has been a pleasure in its performance, to say farewell to one's associates.

Throughout the year, the staff of THE HI-PO has endeavored to publish and impartially, every side of every problem. We have tried to publish a paper which would not only do credit to High Point College, but which would equal the production of any college three times our size in the nation. As to the success of our efforts, you, the readers, must be the judges.

When the now-retiring staff took over the publication of the paper, it was confronted with a tangle of debts amounting to well over seven hundred dollars. Under the administration of Kermit Cloniger as business manager, this debt has been, with the exception of approximately forty dollars, completely wiped out; farther than that, the books show a reasonable amounting to more than those hundred dollars of April 1. Such a record is no mean achievement for a college newspaper. It is a record to which the retiring business manager, Mr. W. M. Anthony, prides.

It is prima facie evidence that a college newspaper can be managed competently without the guidance of an experienced and reliable business manager.

This is the space and of the printed word prevent the expression of all the thoughts and arguments which are due, and prevent the expression of these thoughts with the warmth and sincerity which we need. We wish to thank each and every member of the staff for the cooperation given during the year.

We extend our thanks to the printer who has labored with us so patiently in our single aim the publishing of a better HI-PO. We acknowledge the liberal stand of the administration of the each of us.

The Vogue

More fun Not connected with the magazine reports which have been filtering in about the Sunday sight duty, our beloved editors, the one and only Egghead, went in a lightning tour last Sunday night... And what sights were seen... It seems that he turned "love papers" on "heavy literature."... He set in an empty safe for about five or ten minutes and got all the bankrupts. Ruthlessly John Hall gave an illustration of "Technique No. H" in order to get rid of our expensive pessimistic mentor... What a technique... And when a sign receiving the demonstration... We won't tell you her name because we want the next opportunity for demonstration. Polly was sitting still with a new服务能力. One paper was lost in the rush... Our editor was as bad... But his father offered to demonstrate "Technique No. H..."... He proved... the, you... Wager the miniature Dorotea, you're doing it badly... He set her in the gas... And for Honey-Bunny Bill... With college in going to set free from faculty censorship, freedom of action, freedom of the press. We are repeating those thanks, those acknowledgments, in person in an effort to exchange the freedom of press appreciation.

To all successors.

You have a charge to keep. It is your duty to work for a greater High Point College; it is your privilege to work for a greater HI-PO. Fulfill your duty; take advantage of your privilege, make the best of it.

The Skirthairnes

FLASH, FLASH! Britten's radio programs have hit another major milestone. Recent reports state that the Sunday daytime feature has reached an audience of 7,000,000 listeners. The impressive figure comes on the heels of the successful launch of Britten's new radio series, "The Magic Carpet." The series, which debuted last fall, has consistently garnered high ratings and critical acclaim.

Despite the success, Britten remains humble and grateful for the support of his dedicated fanbase. "I am so grateful to our listeners," he said in a statement. "Their continued support and enthusiasm have been the driving force behind our success."

In other news, Britten is set to release his latest album, "The Magic Carpet, Vol. 2," later this year. The album promises to continue the magical journey sparked by the first installment, with even more enchanting melodies and stories.

The HI-PO

DOUBLE QUARTET

Lucky Strike programs, which have been one of the outstanding features of the high school's radio network, are scheduled to resume within a month, according to the latest information.

This will be the first in a series of three Lucky Strike programs that will be presented over the NBC coast to coast network. The programs will feature new material and will be broadcast on Sunday evenings.

As for Honey-Bunny Hotel... Well, it's hard to say goodbye. Vacation... Bobo runs loose again... The HI-PO will be back with its next issue on April 12th. This series will mark the end of the summer break and the beginning of a new academic year.
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Despite the success, Britten remains humble and grateful for the support of his dedicated fanbase. "I am so grateful to our listeners," he said in a statement. "Their continued support and enthusiasm have been the driving force behind our success."
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The HI-PO

OLD CLASSMATES MEET ON "BEHIND THE GREEN LIGHTS" SET

"What grade did you make on that last sociology test?"

The questioner was not sure of the right answer, but Norman Foster, former player on Museum's tennis team with a pulse background. "Behind the Green Lights," which is coming to the Caine Theatre next Wednesday, one day only. And the questioner was Kenneth Thomas, who plays in tennis to make up the good grades.

Also featured in this novel tale of a detective in love with a woman who becomes his greatest rival are Edward Nolan, Freddie Hackett, Frederick Pratt, and many other stars.

"STINGAREE" COMES

The most leading screen_inode to live on the screen in 1020 will be a major hit. Dick Powell in "Stingaree" directed by William Wyler, will be the major star of the film.

"Stingaree," according to word from Hollywood, was a sensation last year. The story of a detective in love with a woman who becomes his greatest rival are Edward Nolan, Freddie Hackett, Frederick Pratt, and many other stars.
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The Panther receivers suffered their fourth straight defeat of the season Tuesday afternoon when the Guilford team walked away with a 17-6 victory over the High Point team. The Quakers scored the only tally of the afternoon before a small crowd gathered to watch the contest played at the Panorama playground.

A clean single by Grigg in the first frame brought the Panthers within at least a point of the Quakers. While the Panthers were unable to capitalize on this opportunity, the Quakers failed to touch Rudisill the victory. The Pointers' biggest inning was the second when the visitors took the lead from the High Pointers. As a result of the Panthers' inability to drive in runs, the visitors took to the courts and gave the Panthers a fight. The cold and gusty wind, which swept the courts, hindered the playing of the players on both teams. The double team of Tom and Millie never seemed to account for the fourth Panther score of the match, after the visitors had scored a victory in the first frame by the count of 1-1. Although the visitors were deadlocked up until this time, the Panthers had a safe blow in fifth when the runners were able to score three runs. Rudisill proved to be the second when he scored, and the visitors increased their lead on the winning tally. The two teams were down to a count of 11-1 at the start of the seventh, when the Panther batters were unable to bunt the base hit and were out at the plate. When the game was resumed with only two runs scored in the seventh, when the Panthers were unable to score, the visitors scored the only tally of the game. However the Panthers made a desperate rally. After giving up two hits and hitting a walk, the runners went down and pitched himself out of the inning. Higgins hurled a nice game for the Panthers, but was unable to keep the visitors from scoring. The Panthers' three tallies were scored when they got their only lead of the day by taking the next two runs to gain their final score after five scoreless innings when they trailed one. Although the day was favorable for an offensive hitter, the Pointers' batters hit only three singles and no doubles. Five of the runners scored for the Pointers, and the visitors increased their lead to four by hitting the second and third runners home. The two teams played before a medium crowd at the Panorama playground.
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A Capella Choir Departs On Southern Tour

Twelve Programs, Four Broadcasts
Scheduled For Twelve Day Jaunt

Pleasure as Well as Business
Included in Plans For Trip

VISIT STONE MOUNTAIN
To Spend Night at Silver Springs,
Visit Dayton's Beach, St.
Augustine, Jacksonville.

With her being burned, hands 
and legs, and the last most
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THELL With The Headline 'Twon'T Fit

Speaker Spellman Spills Ball On Administration Accepts
National Association Edi-

PREXY WHITE ACCEPTS

Present Promised By Prex
In ISB Finally Finished
McMurry Yeast.

Famous Actress Not Guilty Of Murder Of Mary Eliza Young

"Sir Seper Tyrants" About to Make His Appearance

BRUTAL AXE MURDER

Attempts Now Being Made to Trace Crime to Mildred
Mills Wife of "Butcher King."" 

N. C. (Second District) Har- rison Mills is the subject of the long line of achievements "s
while attending a Home-coming
at High Point College, where she served as
Dean of Women.

There are several times threatened to
by the defendant.

"He was soaked, but he didn't
lie was preoccupied.

"I didn't suspect anything
his topcoat, overshoe,

"I didn't suspect anything
Bivins,

"It's a cinch we're going to
constable.

JAILED

Linthicum Physicians Gets Two Years For

Sentence on Fannie Sehle:

Lincoln County Judge yesterday
in a verdict of guilt against Dr.

Iceberg, with performing an
in High Point, Guilford County.

"In the interest of his health,

"This point

"I didn't suspect anything
Burroughs, Rew.,

"I didn't suspect anything

\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
\textbf{CONVICT No. 218}

Cloniger Is Jailed For "Cutting-Up"

Lincoln County Medical Society has

"If I had been dishonestly in

"I didn't suspect anything

"I didn't suspect anything

\textbf{EDITOR EGG TO HEAD CHIEF}

"I don't agree with the

"I don't agree with the

\textbf{YELLS INVITE MENTOR: YOW YIELDS}

New Haven Officials Lose

"I don't agree with the

"I don't agree with the

\textbf{CAPTAIN SAUNDERS TO BEAR CROSS}

Former High Point Student Gets

"I don't agree with the

"I don't agree with the

\textbf{Jailed former Professor To Have Deanship}

Bowen, Who Gave Up Big

"I don't agree with the

"I don't agree with the

\textbf{Rankin Rangers At Wright's Choir Capers}

Hutchins Heats Cases of

"I don't agree with the

"I don't agree with the

\textbf{DIVORCE GRANTED}

"I didn't agree with the

"I didn't agree with the

\textbf{Over 500 Dead Soldiers Scattered Under the}

"I didn't agree with the

"I didn't agree with the

\textbf{ERICKSON ERUPS ON PET SUBJECT}

C. T. Morris, Editor
C. T. Morris, Manager
C. T. Morris, Sports Editor

While THE HI-PO always welcomes communications, it is very unnecessary to address the doctrines expressed therein.

HAW HAW HAW!

Gentle Readers: Bear with us. This is merely our own and our college roommate's personal perspective and opinion only. An author can disagree, so we ask that you not take any of this personally. And if we are wrong, we ask that you treat us as human beings that may not have the correct answer.

In no small part is our motivation to begin our writing in a manner that is not only honest but also honest. We hope that this is not a difficult task for you to follow.

BETWEEN THE GOOD OLD DAYS

In four months now, High Point University will at its pledge to a new era. It has passed through its adolescence and youth, and is approaching the age of manhood.

During its years of childhood and adolescence, it has grown from a small, private school to a large, public university. It has grown in size, facilities, and academic programs.

In the past decade, the university has experienced significant changes, including the establishment of new academic programs, the construction of new buildings, and the expansion of its enrollment. It has also faced challenges, such as the decision to move to a new campus location.

While the university has grown and changed over time, it remains true to its core values and mission. It continues to provide a quality education to its students, and to be a source of pride for its alumni and community.

As we conclude this reflection, we encourage the university community to continue to support and celebrate its growth and achievements. We also encourage the university to remain true to its values and mission, and to continue to provide a quality education to its students.

If you have any thoughts or comments, please feel free to share them with us. We would love to hear from you.
Purple Panthers Pommel Professionals

Primm Plans To Present Premier Pack
Of Prominent Professional Players

Al Primm, world's professional tennis champ and an alumnus of High Point College, will make a personal appearance with three other members of his team here next Monday afternoon at the campus gymnasium behind the Medical building.

Mr. Primm, a member of the team of '39, now leader and chief instigator of the famous Primm Professional Tennis Tour, is a versatile character even at the age of 50. During his college days he was a varsity basketball player and in his spare time, he would lecture and play tennis, winning a number of the local matches which were in the past decade and remaining a member for the years-three-three-hard-pursuing-the-windmill player when athletic finals were low and when the only tennis courts were in the school yard.

The college, in ten years ago, seems to have been a very fruitful place for aspiring to tennis fame. For not only did it produce a few of his famous colleagues, but it also produced a corporation called the Bill Tilden tour of ten years ago. Players are promised some of the biggest names of the year. Monday when Primm returns, will make his debut in front of tennis fans and the fourth man.

Each of these players has been a seasoned and toughened veteran. Primm is the first singles match of the day, and again when Larry Yount meets Woodall in an exhibition.

The classes of the afternoon will probably see four of the greatest tennis players in a minimum of three sets of doubles competition sets which will be featured by black and white matches as four players would best select back and forth only eighteen or twenty feet from each other, and without noise.

Blazers will be put up around the course at a radius of 1500, mostly High Point University students, in expected.

Feenoreen Finish Football 'Til Fall

Coach "Dirty" Feenore represents himself as highly pleased with the prospects of winning football this season, and with the availability of a Rose Bowl season, can expect.

Coach Feenore, since coming here, has

DR. NAL TALKER
Eye Examined
Glasses Fitted—Repairs
Over His Phony Nose
Next to Old Post Office
High Point, N. C.

MILLIONS MORE PAID
FOR FINER TOBACCO!

"Camels are made from finer, more expensive tobaccos—Turkish and Domestic—than any other popular brand."

(Signed) R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Salem, N. C.

UNSHINCE
Laundry
GENUINE DRY CLEANING
STATE STUDENT GROUP MEETS UNDER CROWDER

Burlington, Greensboro, and Reidsville last week attended the annual state meeting of the Federation of Students, which met on the campus of Meredith College. The students were entertained by Dr. E. W. Howard, a graduate of the class of 1929 and now the student body. The meeting was formal and business-like, with a program designed to give the students a better understanding of student government and to increase their interest in the activities of the college which was host to the meeting.

Governor C. B. Erwin extended a welcome to the visitors as part of the state and the college.

"The Administration of Student Government" was the subject of Harvey Batter, of the University of North Carolina, former president of the Federation of Students, when he spoke at the meeting. To the Batter emphasized the importance of the student government at any college as the means of voice for the students, and student body.

The meeting was held at the Meredith College auditorium at tea hour in the Goodwin Banquet Hall.

RISING SOPHOMORES

Although they were in the top league, the Panthers lost a North Carolina Blue-Rays by the score of 2-15 last Tuesday afternoon in a baseball game played in the city.

The Panthers started with the bat, scoring the first two runs in the third inning, and continued to hit the North Carolina Blue-Rays throughout the game.

The Panthers went on to win the game against the Blue-Rays, scoring 15 runs to the Blue-Rays' 0, in the top of the ninth inning.

The Panthers' winning pitcher was John Smith, who allowed the Blue-Rays no runs and only 2 hits in 7 innings. The Panthers' catcher was Bill Jones, who had 3 hits and scored 3 runs. The Panthers' first baseman was Mike Davis, who had 2 hits and scored 2 runs. The Panthers' second baseman was Tom White, who had 1 hit and scored 1 run. The Panthers' shortstop was Bob Green, who had 0 hits and scored 0 runs.

科学讲座是《现代科学与教育》的主题，由普林斯顿大学的艾德华·林德利教授主持。他还讨论了现代技术对科学教育的影响，以及科学教育如何促进科学知识的传播和普及。
Miss Crowder Named Leader in Senior Class
Day Student Ed-elected President of Class of '37 to Assume Term Next Year

HARTMAN VICE PRESIDENT
Jillia Willard To Be Secretary And Ed Sharpe, Treasurer Of Senior Class

Edith Crowder, a day student of High Point, last Thursday was elected the rising senior class president and has achieved an enviable rec- 

eldary-elect of the student council 
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W. W. Weisner, right, will act as editor. The student council next year will undertake an experiment in tardy and absentee administration that is almost unheard of in North Carolina college circles. The students of Point College will be intrusted with a responsibility hitherto held to be entirely a facility, and a duty not to be considered as possible candidates for offices began to come to realize that things are functioning more smoothly.

The administration, in turning this responsibility over to the student council, is continuing the policy of decentralization, which has resulted from an introduction of the system allowing the student a limited number of cuts, the abolition of the offices of dean of men and dean of women, and the institution of a college newspaper without the support of the administration. The real testing, then, reaps with next year's results; in the elections the plan has produced a decided improvement.

A CALL FOR COOPERATION

The majority of good leaders have always been on the side of the administration and will continue to do so. If we fail, the responsibility is ours; if we succeed, we shall be dedicated to the memory of the Mr. Massey.

The problems of those entrusted directly with accepting and distributing the fraternity cook.

The fraternity brothers immediately following the service held over the body were: Robert F. Doomer, George W. Davis, William T. Eddy.

Dr. Ray Lyman Wilbur.

Many prize liberty. Few alms deduces it from the fact that it from the fact that it never was possible to be in the fraternity boys.

It takes a strenuous course of study. It takes a strenuous course of study. It takes a strenuous course of study. It takes a strenuous course of study.

The student council next year will undertake an experiment in tardy and absentee administration that is almost unheard of in North Carolina college circles. The students of Point College will be intrusted with a responsibility hitherto held to be entirely a facility, and a duty not to be considered as possible candidates for offices began to come to realize that things are functioning more smoothly.

The administration, in turning this responsibility over to the student council, is continuing the policy of decentralization, which has resulted from an introduction of the system allowing the student a limited number of cuts, the abolition of the offices of dean of men and dean of women, and the institution of a college newspaper without the support of the administration. The real testing, then, reaps with next year's results; in the elections the plan has produced a decided improvement.
The mild cigarette the athletes smoke is the mild cigarette for YOU!

A cigarette so mild you can smoke all you want—what's what athletes say about Camels. And when a champ talks about "mildness"—he means real mildness—real tobacco mildness—he's got to be right.

Gene Sarazen says: "Playing as much as I do, I have to keep in condition. I smoke Camels steadily. They are so mild they never give me any nervousness."

Other athletes back him up..."I smoke a Camel once a week, and keep all my good looks..." says Mel Ott, slugger of the New York Giants...Georgia Coleman, Olympic diver...says: "Camels don't cut down on my wind..." Bill Miller, woman basketball captain, N. Y. U.'s 1945 basketball captain...John Skillman, pro squash racquets champion—hundreds of sports stars smoke Camels regularly and report that Camels never give them any nervousness or nerves.

What this mildness means to you...It means you can smoke Camels all you please. Athletes have made this discovery: Camels don't cut down on your "wind" or nerves.

**THEY DON'T GET YOUR WIND ATHLETES SAY**

**GENE SARAIZEN, Championry golfer, who has smoked Camels for years**

---

**THEMEN SCHEDULE**

April 3 High Point 1 vs. Appalachian 6 High Point
April 5 High Point 5 vs. Wake Forest 6 High Point
April 10 High Point 1 vs. Catawba 7 High Point
April 16 High Point 1 vs. Guilford 4 High Point
April 22 High Point 5 vs. N. C. C. 3 High Point
May 1 High Point 2 vs. Catawba 7 High Point
May 2 High Point 1 vs. Loson Rhyne 7 Hickory
May 8 High Point 5 vs. Catawba 7 Salisbury
May 15 High Point 1 vs. A. C. C. 3 High Point
May 17 High Point 2 vs. Lenoir Rhyne 1 High Point
May 19 High Point 1 vs. Catawba 7 High Point
May 23 High Point 1 vs. Randolph-Macon 7 High Point
May 25 High Point 1 vs. Elon 9 High Point
Total High Point 12 vs. Opponents 58

---

**Yow's Squad Overcomes Christian Jinx; Harris Scores 8-6 Victory Over Elon**

Harris, freshman pitching ace, defeated 6-4 victory over the Elon Purple Panthers, becoming the first member of the Blue and White to enable High Point to win its first game in eleven years standing.

Since handball has been established, the Hughes team representing the school has been on an even keel, with six wins, four losses, and one tie. The Panthers dropped two close contests to Catawba and High Point for victories over the locals and the champion. The Hughes team is composed of two members; Harris, who finished the contest. The Christians are composed of a three-man team, led by Foy and Harris. The Hughes team is composed of a three-man team, led by Foy and Harris. The Hughes team is composed of a three-man team, led by Foy and Harris.

The Hughes team is composed of a three-man team, led by Foy and Harris. The Hughes team is composed of a three-man team, led by Foy and Harris. The Hughes team is composed of a three-man team, led by Foy and Harris.

---

**BASEBALL SCHEDULE**

March 27 High Point 1 vs. Lenoir City 9 There
March 28 High Point 5 vs. A. C. C. 2 There
March 29 High Point 9 vs. Statesville 2 There
March 30 High Point 1 vs. E. C. T. C. 4 There
April 1 High Point 5 vs. E. C. T. C. 4 There
April 3 High Point 9 vs. Appalachian 7 There
April 11 High Point 4 vs. Elon 10 There
April 13 High Point 5 vs. Catawba 17 There
April 15 High Point 3 vs. Wake Forest 19 There
April 20 High Point 7 vs. Reidsville Luckies There
April 22 High Point 7 vs. Reidsville Luckies There
April 23 High Point 10 vs. Loson Rhyne 12 There
April 24 High Point 7 vs. Loson Rhyne 12 There
April 25 High Point 2 vs. Guilford 19 There
April 26 High Point 11 vs. Catawba 17 There
April 27 High Point 2 vs. Catawba 17 There
April 28 High Point 7 vs. Loson Rhyne 3 There
April 29 High Point 7 vs. Loson Rhyne 3 There
May 1 High Point 5 vs. Statesville 2 There
May 10 High Point 1 vs. A. C. C. 2 There
Total High Point 41 vs. Opponents 62

---

**Netmen Drop Five Straight Matches**

Still greatly handicapped by lack of practice and discrimination by the poor support given them, the Panther racquetballers finished through five intercollegiate matches in the past three weeks losing all by wide margins. A trip to Elon last week to knock the Pointers out of the race if possible, Coach Yow has announced that Roddell, vector southwest, and Harris, freshman pitcher, who showed consistent form in turning back the Chris-
MISS PARHAN NAMED ARTESIAN LEADER

Women's Society Selects New Officer; Program Given.

The Artesian Literary Society met last Thursday evening to elect officers for next year. Mary Parhian, of Henderson, was elected to succeed Miss Patricia Wofford, president of the organization; Mildred Cropper, of Raleigh, was chosen as vice president; Mary Frances Gourley, of High Point, secretary; John O. Wofford, of Raleigh, for treasurer; Elaine Veach, of Winston-Salem, chaplain; Margaret Curry, of Charlotte; Margaret Morris, of Raleigh, assistant secretary; and Caroline Pin-

OWEN SELECTED TO HEAD AKROTHINIAN

Rising Junior Named Literary Society President; Gray Vice President.

Paul Owen, a rising junior, of Winston-Salem, Thursday was elected president of the Akrothian Literary Society succeeding C. C. Morin. As a rising sophomore, of High Point, was named vice president, and Owen was named a member of the executive council. Owen is a member of the American Association for Literature and the Arts. This is a non-fraternity man.

THE Hi-Po

HONORED BY RISING SENIOR CLASS

MANAGER ANNOUNCES NEW SCREEN PLAY

A Beautiful For Kitten. Mary Nelson Kiser spoke on the Air. Mary Nelson Kiser spoke on "Being, the Extraordinary." Lula James spoke on "Drink Too Much S. E.," and Margaret Palens in "A Backward from For Kitten." Margaret Curry rendered a vocal and instrumental feature of the program.

STUDENT MINISTERS NAME WRIGHT PRINCIPAL

Myers Elected Vice Presi-
dent of College Associa-
tion; Oddell Brown Secre-
tary.

Purvis Wright, of Lavale, was elected to succeed Rich- arld A. Auvil as president of the Student Minis-
ters Association for next year, at its annual meet-
gestation last Wednesday. He was the only 
nominee for the office.

Myers was named vice presi-
dent of the Student Minis-
ters Association for next year during the Garlington chaplain.

The newly elected student minis-
ters' organization pledged their cooperation to the new joint principal in making the association as important a factor in maintaining school spirit on the campus as possible.

MOSER SELECTED AS NEW THALEAN PRINCIPAL

Sharpe To Be Vice President; Ferree, Critic; Myers, Secre-
tary; Garlington, Treasurer.

Elections of officers by the Tha-
lean Literary Society was held last Thursday evening. The new officers for the first semester of the year are: Moser, principal; Sharpe, vice-president; Ferree, critic; Myers, secretary; Garlington, treasurer; Conard, correspondent; and he assistant, Miss Lucy C. Gifford and Els.

CAROLINA PROGRAM

Monday — Tuesday

"ENGLISH IN LIFE" with Clementine Covert, Warren Wil-

lions. Also recently held and latest Norton novel was 

Wednesday

"THE MARITIME ARE LIM-

Newly announced by Miss Wilhers, Afro-

American character study, war, so-

Fiona, assistant press re-

Thursday

"SPEECHES, FROLIC IN ANNUAL SOCIETY DAY"

For Quality Shoe

CALL 4313

W. B. Cron Business Shoe Shop

12 N. W. Main Street

Mary Wood Johnson

Frank Stidd

CAB C 9032331

"THE COLLEGE CABS"

JUST CALL 2375

MANN DRUG STORES

Call

SYKES FLORIST CO.

"Say It With Flowers"

"FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS"

THURSDAY, MAY 9, 1935

There is no need for a lot of whangdoodle talk

about cigarettes

— just plain common-sense

When you stop to think about your cigarettes—"it means to you—here's about the way you look at it.

Smoking a cigarette gives a lot of pleasure—it always has. People have been smoking and using tobacco in some form or another for over 5000 years. Of course you want a cigarette —just plain common-sense
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about cigarettes

— just plain common-sense

When you stop to think about your cigarettes—"it means to you—here's about the way you look at it.

Smoking a cigarette gives a lot of pleasure—it always has. People have been smoking and using tobacco in some form or another for over 5000 years. Of course you want a cigarette —just plain common-sense
Lindley Announces Outstanding Lyceum Features For The Coming Year

An outstanding feature of the forthcoming program for the opening of the lyceum year will be the appearance in the College auditorium of President Lindley, who will be the opening speaker. President Lindley will discuss the state of the College and the opportunities which the new lyceum year affords for the advancement of the College. The president will also touch on the subject of the future of the College, and the importance of the lyceum year in the development of the College.

President Lindley will be followed by a series of speakers who will deal with a variety of topics related to the College and its mission. Among these speakers will be a number of professors and guest lecturers who will bring a wealth of knowledge and experience to the lyceum year.

The lyceum year will also feature a variety of musical performances, including concerts, recitals, and other events that will showcase the talent and creativity of the College community. These performances will be held in the College auditorium and other locations on campus.

In addition to the lectures and performances, the lyceum year will also include a number of educational workshops and seminars that will provide students with opportunities to learn and develop new skills. These workshops will cover a wide range of topics, including leadership, communication, and critical thinking.

The lyceum year will conclude with a special event that will bring together the entire College community. This event will feature a fireside chat with President Lindley, who will reflect on the year's events and look forward to the future of the College.

Overall, the lyceum year promises to be an exciting and enriching experience for all members of the College community. Whether you are a student, faculty member, or alumni, there will be something for everyone to enjoy and learn from.
TO THE CLASS OF '35

In writing this editorial we desire that the readers will bear in mind that it is written for the benefit of members of the class of 1935.

The members of the class of 1935 should take pride in the position that their class has held during the past year. They should take pride in the fact that their class has had a great influence in the affairs of the college.

The class of 1935 should be proud of the fact that they have been able to keep the membership of the class high.
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North State Athletic Association Officials Hold Meeting at College

Representatives from the eight schools in the North State conference met here yesterday afternoon for a business session and to work out the details concerning the conference basketball schedule for the coming year. The reports of the various standing committees in the association were heard, and the conference basketball schedule was practically completed. The schedules do not contain all the games to be played by the teams but those in the regular conference season were booked.

Dr. C. E. Blankenship, the New Point faculty, is president of the North State Athletic Association which is probably better known as the "Little Six." Coach Pritchett, of western Carolina Tobacco, is vice-president and Dr. D. E. Faust, of Catawba, secretary. Place for a Southern Conference to include the schools in the North State conference and other small schools in South Carolina and Virginia were abandoned when the Virginia and South Carolina schools fad to ratify the constitution by May 1. This conference was fostered by a Charlotte newspaper, together with the North State Athletic Association and would have eventually replaced the present conference. The conference is in the North State conference area and A. C. C. Appalacian.

RAIN HALLS GAME FOR THIRD TIME

The Panthers and Elon Christian College were stopped by rain for the third straight time Tuesday afternoon when the finals of the men's madisonium tournament, debuting Brodner 6-11, 11-9.

Jonal Jones, senior, yesterday emerged triumphant in the finals of the men's singles event from the finals. For the third year in a row. The Panthers would have won the second behind the strong playing of Ruston to re-

CRITERION TOBACCO

BULLETIN

gan the first baseball triumph of the season against Catawba.

The conference was fostered by a Charlotte newspaper together with the North State Athletic Association and would have eventually replaced the present conference. The conference is in the North State conference area and A. C. C. Appalacian.

RAIN HALLS GAME FOR THIRD TIME

The Panthers and Elon Christian College were stopped by rain for the third straight time Tuesday afternoon when the finals of the men's madisonium tournament, debuting Brodner 6-11, 11-9.

Jonal Jones, senior, yesterday emerged triumphant in the finals of the men's singles event from the finals. For the third year in a row.
COUNCIL COMMITTEE TO ISSUE HOMESTYLE RULES

The Council Committee, in line with the wishes of the student body, plans to begin the next session with a set of homestyle rules.

The committee has been instructed to have a set of rules ready for the beginning of the next session.

COUNCIL INDUCTED INTO OFFICE AT STUDENT MEETING

The Council Committee has been instructed to begin the next session with a set of rules ready for the beginning of the next session.
Ground To Be Broken For Library Monday Evening

Bishop Hughes Will Deliver Graduation Address June 1; Forty-One Seniors Finishing

Senior Week To Get Underway With Annual Music Festival

SERMON COMES MAY 30

Women Outnumber Men 24 to 1 At Graduation, Which Will Be Preceded by the Presentation of Their Diplomas Following the Address of Dr. G. I. Humphreys.

VU:-*

...the annual baccalaureate sermon at 10 o'clock, with Rev. J. C. Newhall, ... will be held on the campus sometime next year. As far as can be learned, this is the first time that all of the officers of the junior class and representatives of the senior organization during the past three years, having served as president of the Alpha Epsilon fraternity, has held weekly meetings. He is the editor of the Zenith and secretary of the Pan-Hel-...
holidays. In addition, High Point's Peabody has been selected as one of several schools held in the interest of government students as college political education of college. In the field of athletics, High Point's greatest glory came when they won a close one in the semi-final game of the eastern regionals, and came out of the last competition and into the finals from the first tourney. This success was not only due to the ball that triumphs by carrying the Central College league championship. The reputation that the baseball and tennis outfits.
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**SPRING SPORTS**

**SPORTSSCRIPTS**

By Alton Hartman

**IN,number SHORT**

September

We register, and immediately start wondering what the year will bring in the way of sports. Our hopes are ever present question of the baseball prospectus ... full baseball season cannot begin to limn up (should we say kick) .... mostly lastling.

**Game**

We listen to football. The radio, red about the outstanding events in the years, crash the gate soorly to another year, but the news this time wishing that HIGH POINT HAD A FOOTBALL TEAM. Sad story of our dear alma mater. Our disappointment and disenchantment of lone fans. Narrow loss fully defends tenure title against Jarrett, Freshman star from Tarheel state, eleven straight games for their fifth year record of un-def by trouncing Junc- dones. Fresh start basketball drills.... Kernevalous sees record with 41 in hand.

**November**

More silent praying (football).... Dukie hands eleven to Hickory and barely eke out a 2-4-9...

**May**

Wehruary

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"

The  Most  Talked About Picture  Of The Year

"COLLEGE RHYTHM"

By Alton Hartman

**Outdoor Drama of the V. P. W. Benefit**

**INDIVIDUAL BATTING AVERAGES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>4B</th>
<th>6B</th>
<th>7B</th>
<th>8B</th>
<th>9B</th>
<th>SB</th>
<th>AVG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harris, If</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamont, c</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brinkley, p</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isley, If</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grigg, p-rf</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giles, rf</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.417</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INDIVIDUAL BATTING AVERAGES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>4B</th>
<th>6B</th>
<th>7B</th>
<th>8B</th>
<th>9B</th>
<th>SB</th>
<th>AVG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harris, If</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamont, c</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brinkley, p</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isley, If</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grigg, p-rf</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giles, rf</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.417</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** Pitcher Average**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>WP</th>
<th>ERA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harris, If</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamont, c</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grigg, p-rf</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giles, rf</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brinkley, p</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NETMEN CLOSE YEAR WITH BEST RECORD IN HISTORY**

Win Three Ties, Tie One, and Lose Seven During Year; Handicapped During the Early Part of Season by Lack of Count for Matches.

The High Point College netmen completed their 1936 season last Thursday with a home loss to Davidson to close out the year. The year's results (10 and 15) were the same as those which they have won through the 1935 season. The losses occurred in the last seven, bettering all past totals of Matches in history. The netmen played the best balanced team of the year. The Panthers started off the sea- son with a win over the Central Carolinas, running their schedule match despite bad press and the absence of any college courts upon which to play in a total of five wins in those three when they lost a strong rival, the Brevard College. Bestop in the return courts of the city on April 19th, against the Quakers, the Panthers added the 1935-36 season as a great athletic year for High Point in their school history.

**QUAKERS TRIM PANTER NINE IN LAST CONTEST**

Yow Serves Fourth Year as Director

Although the Pan- ter nine landed one notch lower in the Central Carolinas, championship for the past six years, they have won 16 of 18 games for a percentage of .944.

**Pack Wire Cage Champion**

Rogers appoints Niernsee hurt in Wildcat game....Varsity cage drills begin today... Frosh start basketball drills... Kemersville Point... Thaleans win basketball game.... First Annual Softball tourney, Randolph-Macon and Western Maryland are.... Frosh take Intra—Mural field meet....Sophs tie at Central Piedmont High cage loop proposed vs. Catawba, and Lenoir-Rhyne. The Panthers lack one game of that High Point teams have fought plenty of material next year. These contests were lost to Elon, G. W. C., C. took all but two of a seven point spread.... Frosh co-eds to Chapel Hill. More victo- ries against Davidson... Frosh take Intra—Mural field meet....Sophs tie at Central Piedmont High cage loop proposed vs. Catawba, and Lenoir-Rhyne. The Panthers lack one game of that High Point teams have fought plenty of material next year. These contests were lost to Elon, G. W. C., C. took all but two of a seven point spread.... Frosh co-eds to Chapel Hill. More victo- ries against Davidson... Frosh take Intra—Mural field meet....Sophs tie at Central Piedmont High cage loop proposed vs. Catawba, and Lenoir-Rhyne. The Panthers lack one game of that High Point teams have fought plenty of material next year. These contests were lost to Elon, G. W. C., C. took all but two of a seven point spread.... Frosh co-eds to Chapel Hill. More victo- ries against Davidson... Frosh take Intra—Mural field meet....Sophs tie at Central Piedmont High cage loop proposed vs. Catawba, and Lenoir-Rhyne. The Panthers lack one game of that High Point teams have fought plenty of material next year. These contests were lost to Elon, G. W. C., C. took all but two of a seven point spread.... Frosh co-eds to Chapel Hill. More victo- ries against Davidson... Frosh take Intra—Mural field meet....Sophs tie at Central Piedmont High cage loop proposed vs. Catawba, and Lenoir-Rhyne. The Panthers lack one game of that High Point teams have fought plenty of material next year. These contests were lost to Elon, G. W. C., C. took all but two of a seven point spread.... Frosh co-eds to Chapel Hill. More victo- ries against Davidson... Frosh take Intra—Mural field meet....Sophs tie at Central Piedmont High cage loop proposed vs. Catawba, and Lenoir-Rhyne. The Panthers lack one game of that High Point teams have fought plenty of material next year. These contests were lost to Elon, G. W. C., C. took all but two of a seven point spread.... Frosh co-eds to Chapel Hill. More victo-
Winston-Salem at Miss Carroll's with Miss Margaret Fogleman in Asheboro.

Friday night with Miss Jacqueline Cameron spent Friday night with Miss Juanita Shaffner.

Greensboro, spent the weekend with Miss Rebecca Fogleman, of Bellingham, and Miss Nora Vandiford, of Nash-County.

The WCX: Thursday, May 28, 9 A.M.

What the Players Expect to Do

The Owl Memorial Library in honor of Mr. J. M. Wooten, who for many years was a director of the library, arranged a series of events that will culminate with the return of the team from the Central Carolina tour. A feature of the week-end plans will be the installation of a new mural in the library, depicting scenes from the history of the university.

Coaches and Players Sign Up for Central Carolina

Elder, Johnson, and Johnson, three men who took three out of 11 matches, while White, number five man, was unable to pull out only one match. Reason; Ingle, Hogors, Ingle, Elder, Isley, White, Towery and others.

Columbia, May 2, not May 10, is Mother's Day.

Endowed in the physical education classes with a renewal of expansion for the Athletic department, is in no small way attractive and between reasonable. Mrs. Humphreys has been outstanding work in the Association. Mrs. Humphreys has been appointed as the logical selection. Mrs. James H. R. Cromwell, the Chair of Gibsonville and Ray Hilton of Thomasville, expect to complete the Wrenn Memorial Library in the first and hardest years. An important feature of the evening will be a dance in the Student Center. A separate library building has been constructed on the campus since the fall of 1925. A special feature of the library will be a dance in the Student Center. A separate library building has been constructed on the campus since the fall of 1925. A special feature of the library will be the dedication.

Two new students, Elroy Eubanks, of Greensboro, and Barnhill of Wilmington, expects to complete for degrees in the summer session. Mrs. James H. R. Cromwell, the former Barn Dale, "urban girl, who was forty days from the campus recently and was not recognized.

Columbia University, May 10, 5 P.M. Webers, with two lots for sale, located in the physical education classes.

Columbia j May 2, not May 10, is Mother's Day.

Endowed in the physical education classes with a renewal of expansion for the Athletic department, is in no small way attractive and between reasonable. Mrs. Humphreys has been outstanding work in the Association. Mrs. Humphreys has been appointed as the logical selection. Mrs. James H. R. Cromwell, the Chair of Gibsonville and Ray Hilton of Thomasville, expect to complete the Wrenn Memorial Library in the first and hardest years. An important feature of the evening will be a dance in the Student Center. A separate library building has been constructed on the campus since the fall of 1925. A special feature of the library will be the dedication.

The College athletic department, is in no small way attractive and between reasonable. Mrs. Humphreys has been outstanding work in the Association. Mrs. Humphreys has been appointed as the logical selection. Mrs. James H. R. Cromwell, the former Barn Dale, "urban girl, who was forty days from the campus recently and was not recognized.